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From President’s Desk
For the first time, Greenbuild International Conference & Expo was held in
Mumbai from Nov 2-5, 2017 at Bombay Exhibition Centre, Mumbai.
AIGMF organised a special session with U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC)
parallel to its Executive Committee held on Nov 4, 2017. Presentations were
given by Ms. Priyanka Kochhar, Regional Manager, Green Business Certification
Institute (GBCI) on Green Buildings for Everyone and Mr. Senthil Kumar
Somasundaram, Asahi India on Glass in Smart Development. AIGMF gifted 50
glass bottles to USGBC as part of its ongoing commitment for Swachh Bharat
Abhiyaan (clean India campaign).
Messe Dusseldorf India (MDI) and the Institute of Indian Packaging (IIP) jointly
organised ‘Indiapack Packprocess’ at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi from Oct 2627, 2017. 212 exhibitors occupied around 11,000 square metres of exhibition
space and attracted 9,699 trade visitors. In addition, 600 delegates visited the
parallel, International Summit for the Packaging Industry (ISPI), organised by
the Indian Institute of Packaging (IIP).
Jaipur hosted the 15th edition of Confederation of Indian Industry’s Green Building Congress from Oct 4-7,
2017 in Hotel Clarkes Amer. Mr. Senthil Kumar Somasundaram, Asahi India Glass and Member AIGMF gave a
presentation on Usage of Glass specific to green hospitals.
AIGMF participated in above events as a supporting association and promoted activities of the Federation by
distributing special issue of Kanch, Indian Glass Directory 2017, Guidelines on Use of Glass in Buildings- Human
Safety and Glass- A Sustainable Building and Packaging Material.
Select photos and presentations can be downloaded from http://www.aigmf.com/past-events.php.
The next Executive Committee of the AIGMF will be held in Firozabad (glass city of India) on February 24, 2018.
In addition to Executive Committee, presentation on Competition Law for Trade Associations and Enterprises
by Competition Commission of India, Government of India and Presentation on Energy Conservation by Centre
for the Development of Glass Industry (CDGI) have been kept for the benefit of members.
I extend invitation to all members to participate in these events 

Harsha Kadam G.
AIGMF President and CEO AGI glaspac
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Glass News
Glass
Bulletin
Awards 2017
Glass Bulletin, in
association
with
Safex,
Messe
Dusseldorf
India
Pvt.
Ltd.,
and
Emerge Glass India
Pvt. Ltd., organised
the
2nd
Glass
Bulletin Awards on
December 7, 2017
at the MMRDA
grounds,
Bandra
Kurla complex, in
Mumbai. The event
was attended by
patrons of the glass Mr. Alok Kumar Modi (Centre) Jt. MD, Gujarat Guardian Ltd. receiving award for services and contribution
industry, including top to the Glass Industry from Mr. Thomas Schlitt’ (Left) MD, Messe Dusseldorf India and Mr. Devinder Pundhir
players, and delegates (Right) CEO, Gujarat Guardian Ltd.
from abroad.
Marketing of Gujarat Guardian Ltd.; (Sales and Marketing) of HNG Float
Members of the jury for the Glass
Bulletin Awards 2017 included Mr.
NG Rau, National Head Sales &

Mr. Vivek Dubey, Director Marketing
of Gold Plus Glass Industry Ltd.; Mr.
KAS Menon, Senior Vice President

Glass Ltd.; Mr. Gurmeet Singh, MD
of Gurind India Pvt. Ltd.; Mr. Balaji
Konidala, MD of Balaji Building
Technologies Pvt. Ltd.; Mr. Subhash
Jajoo, MD of Jajoo Architectural
Glass Pvt. Ltd.; Mr. Deepak Gahlowt,
Convener of Confederation of
Construction Products and Services
(CCPS) and Mr. Sudhir Arora, MD of
Techno Trade Links.
Mr. Alok Kumar Modi, Joint Managing
Director, Gujarat Guardian Ltd.,
was presented with the Award for
his Contribution & Services to Glass
Industry.

Mr. Shashi Kant, Adviser, CCPS; former Deputy Adviser, Planning Commission and
Mr. Vasudevan Suresh former CMD HUDCO conferred Certificate of Appreciation for
their outstanding efforts and incredible contribution for promotion of glass in holistic

Lifetime Achievement Award was
given to Mr. Mayuresh Jayantilal
Shah, Managing Director, Gopal Glass
Works Ltd.
Safety and Green Initiative Award was
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given to Mr. Aditya Agarwal, Director,
S A Glass.
Other Award categories included
Best Innovation/Product (for Auxiliary
Products), Best Glass Showroom, Best
Glass Dealer, Young Entrepreneur,
Best Young Emerging Company,

technologies. For us, meeting and
excelling in international standards is
just a matter of fact but not the end
goal. We want to raise the bar higher
and set standards which others will
follow,” said Mr. Rishad Dadachanji,
Director, Schott Kaisha.

vial from 5 different cameras has
been achieved for the first time.
The company is not only offering
a standard inspection protocol
with this system, but also various
customization avenues, based on the
evolving customer requirements.

Gold Plus Glass Industry Ltd., on expansion spree
Gold Plus proudly announces its furnace firing for the second Float Line on Dec 17, 2017.
With this
Gold Plus
increase
capacity
470 to
TPD.

line,
will
the
from
1170

Gold Plus will
now
produce
product range to
cover all kinds of
tinted and solarreflective glasses
along with the
existing
clear
glass range. The
production will
commence from
Jan 2018.
Innovations/Creativity and Best Glass
Processor.
SCHOTT KAISHA
announces path breaking
innovation in pharma
packaging
Schott Kaisha has introduced state-ofthe art technologies and path-breaking
innovations in the pharmaceutical
primary packaging space. With its
advanced operational capabilities,
Schott Kaisha manufacturers glass
syringes and cartridges in India, and
continues to be a prime supplier
for drug producers. “With our
commitment to establish India as a
leading export hub, we are a perfect
success story of India’s ‘Make in
India’ and Germany’s ‘Industry 4.0’
for automation in manufacturing
8

Going into its second decade of joint
venture operations in India next
year, Schott Kaisha has announced
the opening of a second production
module at its manufacturing plant in
Jambusar, Gujarat to keep up with the
rising market demand. The expanded
module will increase the existing
production capacity by almost 50%
and will be running in full capacity
by the end of 2018, enabling Schott
Kaisha to cross 3 billion containers
produced per annum.
Besides expanding its industrial
footprint,
Schott
Kaisha
has
continuously invested in research
and development. With the recently
launched
new
opto-electronic
inspection systems for vials, a 100%
cosmetic inspection of the entire
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“We take pride in not just running
our manufacturing plants as per the
international standards, but also in
becoming pioneers in introducing best
practices in the Indian pharmaceutical
packaging space. Our new offering is
a classic example, being one of the
most advanced cosmetic inspection
systems as it covers 100% of the
entire vial”, Mr. Rishad shared.
Schott Kaisha has also introduced
Schott’s iQ™ platform in India,
providing a versatile portfolio of
Ready to Use (RTU) pre-fillable
syringes - syriQ®, vials - adaptiQ®,
as well as cartridges - cartriQ™.
With the iQ™ platform, these RTU
containers are packed in a nest inside
an industry-standard tub, permitting
smooth integration into existing
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syringe filling lines or new flexible
filling lines. This not only enables a
considerable reduction in the overall
Time to Market, but also helps
reducing investments by up to 40%,
clean room space by up to 60%, and
running costs by up to 40%.
“We are constantly increasing our
capacity, to meet the ever growing and
evolving client requirements. Drug
manufacturers these days have to
maintain the highest quality standards
in their packaging, and hence, look
to us for providing cutting-edge
packaging solutions, which adhere to
global standards,” says Mr. Rishad.
Asahi India Glass
announces
commencement of
commercial production
at their Taloja float
glass plant

In a move aimed at further
strengthening the position of Asahi
India Glass (AIS) as India’s leading
value-added and integrated glass
company, AIS commenced production

at the Company’s Taloja plant.
Along with the Company’s fifth auto
glass plant in Gujarat, the AIS Taloja
plant will further add to the scale
and flexibility of AIS in providing
seamless supplies to customers in
the architectural and auto segments,
which includes all leading automotive
OEMS.
Very extensive and highly modernised
new float glass plant equipped with
the latest in glass manufacturing
technology, the Taloja Plant will
have the capability to produce highquality value-added glass for both, the
architectural and the automotive glass
segments, with an installed capacity
to manufacture 550 tonnes of glass
per day.

added purposes like mirroring,
hard-coating, soft-coating and highlevel processing. Most importantly,
it will have the capability to make
the highest standards of automotive
raw glass giving AIS 100% capability
to make our own automotive glass.”
Mr.
Sanjay
Ganjoo,
COO,
Architectural Glass, AIS, said, “This
initiative will further strengthen
our competitiveness in both the
architectural and automotive glass
value chain, helping consolidate AIS’s
position as India’s leading integrated
glass company.”

Speaking about the plant, Mr. Sanjay
Labroo, MD & CEO, Asahi India
Glass (AIS) said, “The Taloja Plant

The formal inauguration of the
Taloja Plant was held on Nov
9, 2017 and was attended by
Mr. Masahiro Takeda, Regional
President – Asia Pacific, Building
& Industrial Glass, Asahi Glass Co.
(AGC); Mr. Sanjay Labroo, MD &

will not only increase our capacity
by approx., 60% but it will have
the ability to make the highest
grades of glass for the architectural
market directly, and for value-

CEO, Asahi India Glass Ltd. (AIS);
Mr.
Sanjay
Ganjoo,
COO,
Architectural Glass, AIS, along
with other senior management
members.
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Remembering Balkrishna
Gupta
Former AIGMF President (1983-84)
and Executive Committee Member,
Mr. Balkrishna Gupta left for heavenly
abode on Dec 22, 2017 at the age of
95 at Firozabad (UP).
Mr. Gupta was the Founder and
Chairman of Advance Group of Glass
Industries, Firozabad. He had more
than 70 years of vast experience of
running many glass manufacturing
units in Firozabad (which is also known
as Glass city of India)
Mr. Gupta served as Former President
of The All India Glass Manufacturers'
Federation (AIGMF) and was Former

President with Uttar Pradesh Glass
Manufacturers' Syndicate (UPGMS)
for many terms.
Mr. Gupta started his 1st glass business
in partnership with Ganga Glass in 1946
for just 2 Anna’s (12.5 paisa or 12/100
of an Indian rupee). He suffered loss
in his maiden business but continued
as he was self-motivated to excel. To
achieve his ambitions, he borrowed
Rs. 10,000 from his father in 1950s
and since then he never looked back.

(1922-2017)

Today, Advance Group employs more
10,000 people directly or indirectly.

Shell, Glass Bottles, etc.

Advance Group is into manufacturing
of Handicraft items, Thermos Flask,
Industrial Lamps, Table ware, Bulb

The Group exports to nearly 15
countries in Europe, South America
and Asia.
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lsB mejkoyky th
dksVyk (tuin&fiQjkstkckn) m-iz31 fnlEcj] 1922 bZ105] guqeku xat] fiQjkstkckn
fgUnh dk Js"B rFkk vaxzsth dk O;ogkjksi;ksxh Kku
,MokUl xzqi vkWiQ Xykl b.MLVªht] fiQjkstkckn
v-Hkk- czt&lkfgR; laxe] eFkqjk
& czt dyk dsUnz] vkxjk
& ekuljksoj lkfgR; laxe] fiQjkstkckn
& Jh vkj- ds- b.Vj dkWyst] dksVyk
& egkRek xkU/h f'k{k.k laLFkku ih-th- dkWyst] fiQjkstkckn
& ^mÙkj izns'k jRu* (vk-bZ- dkWUizsaQl vkWiQ bUVsysDpqvYl] m-iz-)
& ^vk;Z&Hkw"k.k* (xq#dqy egkfo|ky;] Tokykiqj] gfj}kj)
& ^lkfgR;&lsoh* (fgUnh lkfgR; lEesyu] bykgkckn)
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& ^Hkk"kk Hkw"k.k* lkfgR; eaMy JhukFk }kjk] (jkt-)
& Jh vkj- ds- b.Vj dkyst] dksVyk (laLFkkid)
& Jh vkj- ds- xYlZ gkbZLdwy] dksVyk (laLFkkid)
& ;w-ih- Xykl fl.MhdsV] fiQjkstkckn
& vkWy bf.M;k Xykl eSU;wiSQDplZ iSQMjs'ku] ubZ fnYyh
& lkbf.VfiQd Xykl eSU;qiSQDplZ ,lksfl,'ku] fiQjkstkckn
& us'kuy pSEcj vkWiQ b.MLVªht ,.M dkWelZ] ;w-ih- vkxjk
& vkxjk izksMfDVfoVh dkmfUly] vkxjk

Do you have
news to
share?
Send your news
and
press releases
to
info@aigmf.com

fo'ks"k%&
& Ñ"kd&ifjokj esa tUe ysdj Lo&ijkØe ,oa cqf¼&cy }kjk ns'k ds izeq[k dk¡p&m|ksxifr ds in ij lqizfrf"BrA
& Xykl eSU;qiSQDpfjax ds {ks=k esa fo'ks"kKrk izkfIr ds fy, vesfjdk] teZuh] yUnu] isfjl] :l] bVyh rFkk vU; ns'kksa dh ;k=kk,¡A
& dk¡p&m|ksx dh LFkkiuk gsrq ijke'kZnkrk ds :i esa ckaXyk ns'k dh ljdkj }kjk vkefU=kr ,oa ogk¡ dh ;k=kkA
& vusd lkekftd] lkfgfR;d] lkaLÑfrd ,oa 'kS{kf.kd laLFkkvksa ls lEc¼] vusd LFkkuksa ij vusdksa ckj vfHkufUnrA
& fgUnh ds lq/h dfo] fucU/dkj ,oa ;k=kk&o`rkUr ys[kdA
& lkfgR;&dyk Lusgh] lekt lsoh] xkU/hoknh] [kn~njizseh] g¡leq[k] gkftj tckc] /hjs&xaHkhj rFkk vkd"kZd O;fDrRo ds /uhA
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Nishal starts high purity
hydrogen gas supplies to
Asahi India Glass Ltd.
Nishal, a leading industrial gas supplier
in India recently commissioned a
hydrogen plant capable of supplying
high purity gas to Asahi India Glass
Ltd., a leading manufacturer of float
glass in the country. The facility,
designed to ensure uninterrupted
supply of the gas, started supplies in
October 2017. The gas, utilised in the
tin bath, is extremely vital element in
the manufacturing of glass.
Nishal, a leader in supplying
hydrogen gas via cascade trolleys
also offers integrated on-site
hydrogen gas generation solutions
through technology tie ups with
leading technology providers for
manufacturing hydrogen through
reforming and electrolysis process.
These plants are offered on BOO
(Build-Own-Operate) basis to cater to
customers need for reliable, low cost,
ultra-high pure hydrogen gas. The
company owns and operates these
facilities as per the safety standards
supplying high purity hydrogen gas
through pipeline under long term gas
supply contracts with the customers
across various industries.

eastern region to combat climate
challenges.
This conference was expected to
stimulate a dialogue among the
relevant stakeholders. The outcome
of this dialogue in the form of
recommendations pertaining to a
Roadmap for Green Industry and
Policy will be submitted to the
concerned authority.
Mr. Arnab Roy, Principal Secretary,
Department
of
Environment,
Government of West Bengal joined
as the Guest of Honour. Mr. Rene

Van Berkel, UNIDO
Representative,
UNIDO
Regional
Office
in
India
was the Key Note
Speaker for the
conclave.
This
initiative
was
supported by Tata
Steel, ITC Ltd.,
Titagarh
Wagons
Ltd., G P Green,
Gloster Ltd., and
Finesse.
Speakers
were from leading
Industries
and
knowledge experts
from institutes such
as World Resource
Institute (WRI), Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI), Tata Cleantech
Capital etc.
Mr. Arindom Chakraborty, Member
AIGMF and AGM, Corporate
Strategy, Hindusthan National Glass
& Industries Ltd., made a presentation
on ‘Glass Packaging – Minimising
Environment Footprints’.
He elaborated on what is green
packaging & how it can reduce
environment footprints. Glass, being
100% recyclable, multiple times

Green industry
conclaveminimizing
climate
challenges
and building
competitiveness
CII in association with
Government of West
Bengal,
organised
a
‘Green
Industry
Conclave’
on
Nov
8 at Kolkata. The
Conference focused on
the opportunities and
options for developing
green industries in the
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reusable & made from all-natural
resources has minimum effects on
its surrounding environment. Thus,
today it has created a circular economy
in Europe whereby it contributes €
9.5 Billion p.a. to EU annual GDP. He
also talked about AIGMF’s LCA study
on container glass in India & how
glass emerged as the least polluting
packaging material with enormous
scope for further improvement. The
presentation ended asking all relevant
stakeholders – Govt., consumers,
policy makers, local municipalities,
FMCG companies & consumers to
make concerted efforts to minimise
environment footprints.
Pepsi introduces nonreturnable glass bottles
in India
In a bid to add healthier packaging
options to their products, PepsiCo
India has introduced glass bottles that
need not be returned.
PepsiCo India has introduced nonreturnable glass bottles which have
a 'twist-and-turn' cap, similar to the
plastic bottles, for the zero-calorie
carbonated Pepsi Black.
The company will initially introduce
the bottles in metro cities and then
sell them in other towns. The price
of the product will not change even
as the cost of packaging for nonreturnable glass bottles is higher than
polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
bottles, which are currently being
used.
The new form of packaging will only
be for Pepsi Black initially.
According to the report, Pepsi's
foray into non-returnable glass bottle
packaging is a first for any carbonated
beverage maker.
Even though the bottle is nonreturnable, it can still be reused by
consumers.
12

Mr. Raj Rishi Singh, Director
(Marketing), PepsiCo India told, "Cola
is best enjoyed chilled and from a glass
bottle. Non-returnable glass bottles
also make on-the-go consumption
possible. And these bottles can be reused at home. This is an experience
driven packaging disruption".
Pepsi is also selling the sparkling
version of its water brand Himalayan
in glass bottles. Himalayan is a
joint venture between Tata Global
Beverages and Pepsi.
Pepsi's main rival Coca Cola has
non-returnable glass bottles in its
United States and Maldives markets
for different products, but has not
introduced the technology in India
yet.
25th Glasstec to start
allocating stand spaces
The anniversary edition of glasstec
will be presented in a revamped
format from October 23 - 26, 2018. In
addition to a new look, the conference
concept of glasstec will deliver even
more added value for all visitor target
groups. Featuring a number of highcalibre presentations, the “glasstec
conference” in Hall 10 offers in-depth
background knowledge about the
exhibits of the special show “glass
technology live” and thus further
closes the gap between theory and
practice. Kicking off the event on the
morning before the trade fair will be
the technology conference “function
meets glass” (at CCD Ost/East). On
Tuesday, the partners HVG-DGG
and BV Glas will present the topics
of glass production and markets. The
thematic focus on Wednesday will
be on new and future technologies,
presented by the German Engineering
Federation (VDMA). The increased
dovetailing of theory and practice
will again become clear on Thursday,
in an architecture-focussed morning
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programme designed jointly by the
North Rhine-Westphalian Chamber
of Architects and the technicalscientific conference “engineered
transparency”. Until the End of
glasstec, the glasstec conference will
be all about science and research.
Stands in the exhibition halls will
be allocated starting December 2,
2017. Registrations are of course still
possible via the direct link at http://
www.glasstec.de/1330 But hurry –
the best spots are highly coveted and
sell out quickly. Companies that have
already participated in 2016 may use
pre-filled, editable forms.
Representing the glazing trade, federal
guild master Mr. Martin Gutmann will
serve as the President of the 25th
glasstec. In this role he’ll succeed
Dr. Frank Heinricht, President of
the BV Glas and Chairman of the
Management Board of SCHOTT
AG. The Presidency alternates in
two-year intervals between the
Federal Association of the German
Glazing Trade (BIV) and the Federal
Association of the German Glass
Industry (BV Glas). The two
organisations are conceptual sponsors
of glasstec, together with the German
Engineering Federation (VDMA).
The special show glass technology
live in Hall 11 will for the first
time be organised by a network
of Universities. TU Darmstadt,
TU Delft, TU Dresden and TU
Dortmund will present the hub @
glasstec. Featuring a cross-sectoral
range of topics, pioneering exhibits
will illustrate the future of technology,
production and glass application. Four
glass cubes will showcase solutions
from the segments :
• Interactive Façades/Display Glass
•

Energy and Performance

•

Structural Glass: Solid Glass/Thin
Glass

•

New Technologies
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glasstec 2018 will take place at the
Düsseldorf Exhibition Centre from
October 23-26, 2018. Information
about the trade fair is available
online at www.glasstec.de and www.
glasstec-online.com
Glass tint link to airconditioning bill
A team of Indian engineers has
identified a combination of reflective
bronze-tinted glass and mud-brick
walls as among the best options to
reduce the air-conditioning loads for
modern buildings with outer glass
facades.
The engineers, from the National
Institute of Technology in Surathkal
and the Vellore Institute of
Technology,
examined
through
computer simulations how multiple
combinations of various building
materials and glasses respond to heat
and sunlight on a set of 80 building
designs.
They say their findings are intended
to guide building designers on what
materials to use to minimise the heat
trapped within buildings with glass
façades, particularly during summer.
Commercial buildings with glass
facades have become popular, a trend
some industry insiders attribute to
the lighter weight of glass and the
area saved: glass façades take about
eight per cent less space than brick
wall faces, according to a glass-making
company.
"We find that dense concrete walls

https://www.facebook.com/AIGMFIndia/

and clear glass windows on the outer
façade is the worst combination," said
Mr. Shaikh Saboor, a senior assistant
professor of thermal and energy
engineering at the VIT, who led the
study. "This combination is associated
with the highest heat gain inside the
building".
Mr. Saboor and his NIT colleagues
Mr. G. Kiran Kumar and Mr. TP
Ashok Babu measured how various
combinations of four building
materials (laterite stone, burnt
bricks, dense concrete and mud
bricks) and four kinds of glasses (clear
glass, bronze glass, green glass and
reflective bronze glass) influence heat
gain inside buildings.
They simulated sunlight exposure
conditions on their buildings in
five cities- Ahmedabad, Bangalore,
Chennai, Delhi and Guwahati - each
representing a specific climate zone.
They found that in every city, the
combination of mud-brick walls with
reflective bronze glass trapped less
heat than dense concrete with clear
glass.
The findings show that reflective
bronze glass windows combined with
mud-brick walls reduce the heat gain
by an average six per cent compared
with clear glass and mud-brick walls.
"These findings should encourage
builders to look at the most
environment-friendly
options,
particularly for commercial buildings.
The less the heat trapped in a building,

the less the air-conditioning needed,"
Mr. Saboor said.
"The ideal glass façade should deliver
ideal thermal comfort and ideal
visual comfort," he added, saying
that too much bright light inside was
unnecessary.
Walls in a building serve primarily to
partition it and are not the main loadbearing structures, the engineers
explained. "The columns in the building
are the main load-bearing structures.
Mud-brick walls could easily meet the
standard strength requirements for
partitioning structures," Mr. Saboor
said.
However, specialists in energy
efficiency point out that the energy
efficiency of a building is not
determined only by walls and glass.
"Even with concrete walls and clear
glass windows, there are other ways
to achieve efficiency," said a counselor
with the Indian Green Buildings
Council, a unit of the Confederation
of Indian Industry. "The design,
insulation gaps, lighting, and even
seating of personnel in a commercial
building can contribute to achieving
lower energy consumption," the
official said.
Glass packaging
promotes safety and
security
Glass is by far the eco-friendliest
material while packaging is concerned.
Made from all natural and sustainable
raw materials - silica sand, soda-ash,

https://twitter.com/AIGMF_
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lime stone and other trace elements.
Glass is “Generally rated as safe
(GRAS)” and is graded safe by the
U.S. Food & Drug Administration.
Glass Container industry is undergoing
tremendous innovative changes
in order to be more sustainable
and customer preferable. As such,
light-weighting of glass bottles has
become a focal point in the industry
and as a result, glass bottles have
become lighter by 50% compared
to 3 years ago, says Mr. Arindom
Chakraborty
AGM,
Corporate
Strategy in Hindusthan National Glass
& Industries Ltd.
In this era of rapidly growing pollution
& diseases, role of packaging material
to protect its contents has never been
more important. At the same time,
the packaging must not be reactive to
the product, must not alter the taste
or odour of the product and must
be nontoxic. Not to mention, the
material needs to be commercially
viable so that it is suitable for high
speed filling and meets applicable
tamper resistance requirements. The
packaging must provide complete
protection from environmental,
mechanical and biological perspective.
Glass not only meets the above
criterion for the full protection, but
actually it increases the value of its
contents from aesthetic point of view
as well. And, since its inception from
first BC till date it is judged as the best
because of the following:
-

-

-
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Best Barrier Protection – It
doesn’t allow any Oxygen &
Water vapor transmission
Exceptional Preservation – It
is totally inert, doesn’t interact
or migrate any substance to the
contents & provide longer shelf
life to product
Superlative
PresentationExcellent
transparency

& different moulded shapes give
consumer real display value of
product
- Unsurpassed Security - Multiple
choices of closures to guard &
provides security against temper/
pilferage. Glass also prevents
counterfeiting of product as
it needs huge investment to
manufacture glass containers
& secondary markets can be
cracked easily
- Best Convenience - Adequately
designed
for
single
&
multiple serving with easy to
open closures & there is no
need to transfer the product for
preservation after opening the
seal
The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is
a tool to measure, assess and orient
improvements in the environmental
performance and impact of a
product from raw materials through
to production, use, and end-of-life
phases. AIGMF commissioned the
study in 2011 to establish a clear
understanding of the environmental
impact of container glass at all stages
of the life cycle. The study was
conducted on Cradle – to - Cradle
approach which is the ultimate test in
assessing the environmental impact of
a product because it ensures that all
aspects of a product’s life, end-of-life
and reincarnation are accounted for.
The LCA model was created using the
GaBi 5 Software system for life cycle
engineering, developed by erstwhile
PE International AG. Some of the key
findings of the study are as below:
-

In India, only glass is being reused
(30%)
Very high landfill rate (80%) for
other packing materials
Significant open burning for other
packaging materials, leading to
environment pollution & health
hazard
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Glass is by far the eco-friendliest
material while packaging is
concerned
- Shelf-life of Food & Beverages
with glass container is much more
than other packaging mediums
- With only 20% weight reduction
& 75% recycling, environmental
footprints of glass can further be
reduced by ~ 45%
According to a survey conducted
by Newton Marketing research of
SAINT GOBAIN VERELLIA in 2011:
- 73% Believe that glass keeps the
highest quality of any container
- 78% Feel glass is best at
maintaining that purity
- 75% Agree that glass keeps the
truest taste and flavour of the
product inside
- 77% Feel that glass is the
healthiest way to preserve foods
“For consumers, the priorities of
health and sustainability are clearly
linked together, packaging has a
growing role in their perception of
both of these attributes. These are
powerful synergies that speak to the
2017 consumer’s holistic view of
what is healthy.” Ms. Linda Gilbert,
Chief Executive Officer of Eco Focus.
Glass has been the preferred packaging
choice for food and beverages since it
was first introduced. It’s no wonder
the leading food, beverage, beer, wine
and spirits brands continue to trust
glass containers to preserve both
their products and their brand image.
Consumers are becoming more aware
of packaging and how it can affect the
foods and beverages they consume.
Not only do glass containers protect
the flavour and purity of organics,
but choosing glass demonstrates an
elevated commitment to sustainability
and the preservation of our natural
resources.
In a recent survey conducted by Eco
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Focus Worldwide in 2017 on wellness
and sustainability trends impacting
the food and beverage industry,
86% of grocery shoppers and 87%
of Millennial believe some types
of packaging can leave undesirable
chemicals in beverages. They say
cartons and glass containers are the
least likely to do so, and that cartons
and glass best protect freshness
without preservatives.
In a survey conducted by Nielsen in
India it was found that:
-

Rural consumers seem to prefer
glass more than urban consumers
considering all aspects
- Glass is considered the best in
true preservation of taste and
retention of freshness
- 75% of respondents across all
categories (urban and rural)
are willing to pay premium for
modified glass packaging
The Eco Focus survey also revealed
that 73% try to buy products in
packaging that is recyclable & 59%
look for beverages in packaging that
is made with renewable materials.
This not only saves raw material &
energy consumption but also reduces
packaging waste considerably. Glass
is 100% Recyclable and can be re-

used more than 40 times without
compromising quality. While other
packaging materials are mostly down
cycled (not recycled) and goes for
landfilling or incineration, used glass
bottle comes back in the closed loop
cycle. In Europe, it has created local
businesses and jobs that are now
helping to recover more than 70%
of all post-consumer glass packaging
in the EU and keeping valuable
resources out of landfills. Only 40%
glass is recycled in India due to lack
of proper collection & segregation
facilities and rest goes into landfill
where it biodegrades with time unlike
other non-biodegradable packaging
materials.
According to study by ENVIS
center on Municipal Solid Waste
Management, sponsored by MoEF,
total urban MSW (Municipal solid
waste) generated in 2041 would
be 230 million Tons per year (TPY)
from 68 million TPY in 2011. Lack of
public awareness, effective rules &
institutional capacity in India call for
use of recyclable, reusable and easily
collectible packaging material in all
spheres of life. And, only 15% of all
Indian packaging initiatives include the
use of recycled/renewable content,

far behind their global counterparts
which account for 31%. Apart from
recyclability & reusability, glass bottle
also has minimal water footprint
compared to other packaging
materials.
SCHOTT Glass wins top
awards at vendor meet
organized by Borosil
Klasspack
Pharmaceutical glass manufacturer
SCHOTT has received two significant
accolades – “Being the most customer
centric” and “Appreciation for
contribution as a business partner” at the first ever vendor meet event
organized by Borosil Klasspack. The
event, held in Nashik, Maharashtra,
was to show appreciation for the
vendors who have shown long term
commitment with Borosil Klasspack.
The company is an Indian manufacturer
of primary packaging materials, like
glass ampoules and vials for life saving
drugs. The awards were presented by
Mr. Pradeep Kheruka, Vice Chairman
of Borosil Glass Works Ltd.
On receiving the awards, Mr. Sundeep
Prabhu, Vice President Sales and
Marketing, SCHOTT Glass India Pvt.
Ltd. said, “We are honoured that our
SCHOTT Glass India
receiving award at vendor
meet event organized by
Borosil Klasspack
Left to right: Mr. Santosh
Jadhav - Senior Manager
Sales & Marketing of
SCHOTT Glass India,
Mr. Sundeep Prabhu Vice President Sales &
Marketing of SCHOTT
Glass India, Mr. Gangadhar
Amin – Founder Chairman
of Klasspack Pvt. Ltd.
and Mr. Pradeep Kheruka
- Vice Chairman of
Borosil Glassworks Ltd.,
Director, Klasspack Pvt.
Ltd. (subsidiary of Borosil
Glassworks Ltd.)
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commitment has been
recognized by Borosil
Klasspack, which is an
integral client of SCHOTT.
We
are
constantly
working to improve our
best practices in order
to deliver unparalleled
product excellence in the
market.”
To provide the Indian
pharmaceutical industry
with
high
quality
pharmaceutical tubing, SCHOTT
has completely modernized the
production technology of its 100%
Indian subsidiary to SCHOTT’s
global standards. The company
has introduced its most advanced
inspection system, perfeXion™ in
India, which has enhanced quality
control of their FIOLAX® tubing from
statistical quality control to 100%
inspection - a milestone in SCHOTT’s
endeavour for zero defects.
Conferring the award, Mr. Prashant
Amin, Managing Director of Borosil
Klasspack, highlighted the importance
of SCHOTT’s contribution and said,
“SCHOTT Glass has stood rock solid
with Borosil Klasspack for more than

(News Source: AIGMF Research Team/World Wide Web)

2 decades. A vendor plays a major role
in the growth of any manufacturer, and
we appreciate the enduring support
SCHOTT has continuously provided
us with. This award is a recognition of
our long-standing relationship, and we
hope to grow together further.”
Launch of Glasspro India
2018
Glasspro India 2018 was officially
launched during a curtain raiser event
in Delhi on Sept 4 and Nov 3, 2017
at Waterstones Hotel in Mumbai.
Over 200 key players of industry
attended the event in Delhi & Mumbai.
Glass Bulletin and Messe Dusseldorf
India have joined hands to organize

a world-class exhibition “ glasspro
India” 2018 which will be held from
Sept 7-9, 2018 at Bombay Exhibition
Centre, Mumbai.
AIGMF is one of the supporting
associations.
glasspro India 2018 will be an annual
event of international standards
featuring top players of the global
flat glass processing industry. The
2nd edition, spread over 6000 sqm is
poised to bring over 200 exhibitors
and more than 5000 visitors across
verticals. To make this possible, Glass
Bulletin and Messe Dusseldorf India
will put their expertise to work out
the best of their abilities 

EMPLOYMeNT
ADVeRTISeMeNT
We are a European based industrial company supplying equipment and technology to the
glass industry worldwide. We already have vast experience in the Indian glass market.
For our business activities in India we are looking for the assistance and support of an agent /
representative based in India. Precondition would be good experience and excellent knowledge
of the Indian glass industry and glass market. Ideally technological background knowledge,
good contacts and a good network within India would be of great advantage.
If you are interested and would like to work with us, please send
all information about yourself
to: recruitingindia018@gmail.com
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About

The All India Glass Manufacturers’ Federation
The All India Glass Manufacturers' Federation was founded in 1944. The Federation is made up of five Regional
Associations viz.
Eastern India Glass Manufacturers' Association (EIGMA)-Kolkata
Northern India Glass Manufacturers' Association (NIGMA)-Haryana
South India Glass Manufacturers' Association (SIGMA)-Hyderabad
Uttar Pradesh Glass Manufacturers' Syndicate (UPGMS)-Firozabad and
Western India Glass Manufacturers' Association (WIGMA)-Mumbai
The Federation was incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956 (No. 1 of 1956) as a Limited Company on
15-6-1970.
The main aims & objectives of the Federation are: To encourage, promote and develop the manufacture of glass articles of all kinds and to safeguard and protect
the interests of glass industry and glassware business in India.
 To form a common link amongst Glass Manufacturers' in India and thus develop a spirit of mutual help and
cooperation with one another.
 To promote the study and research in Glass Technology.
 To consider all matters relating to the manufacture and marketing of glass articles in India and the question of
export and import thereof.
 To devise ways and means for securing necessary supply of raw materials required for the manufacture of glass
articles at comparatively lower prices and thus to decrease the cost of production and increase the national
wealth.
 To collect necessary information and data and propagate it for the benefit of Glass Industry and trade in India.
 To make representations whenever necessary to the Union Government or any unit of the Union of India for the
removal of difficulties that might hamper the trade of glass articles or for grant of special facilities for the Glass
Industry.
 To draw Government or public attention to the difficulties in the way of Glass Industry and to solve other
problems confronting it and to solicit their help and support through concerted action.
 To organise a united front on behalf of all glass manufacturers and thus strive to gain all those advantages
which may not be possible through individual effort.
All those engaged in the manufacture of glass and glass articles are enrolled as Ordinary Members of the AIGMF
and those associated with the Glass Industry are enrolled as Affiliate Members of the Federation.
Almost all glass manufacturers including many in the small scale sector are ‘Ordinary’ Members of the Federation.
Articles of Association of the AIGMF were amended in September 1992 to enroll foreign companies as Affiliate
Members of the Federation ■
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Membership of the Federation
Members of the Federation are classified into two categories; manufacturers of primary glass articles are enrolled
as Ordinary Members of the Federation and suppliers to glass industry viz., suppliers of machinery, raw materials,
consultants and others connected with glass industry are enrolled as Affiliate Members.
Foreign Companies supplying machinery etc., to glass industry are also enrolled as Affiliate Members.
membership forms can be downloaded from www.aigmf.com/membership.php
Members of the Federation are enrolled on the recommendation of Zonal Associations viz.:
yy Eastern India Glass Manufacturers' Association (EIGMA)
yy Northern India Glass Manufacturers' Association (NIGMA)
yy South India Glass Manufacturers' Association (SIGMA)
yy Uttar Pradesh Glass Manufacturers' Syndicate (UPGMS)
yy Western India Glass Manufacturers' Association (WIGMA)

Admission Fee / Annual Subscription
Ordinary Members:
-- Admission fee ` 5000/-- Annual subscription: Single Unit: ` 25,000 + GST as applicable
-- More than one Unit: ` 1,00,000 + GST as applicable
Affiliate Members:
-- Admission fee ` 5000/-- Annual subscription: ` 10,000 + GST as applicable
-- Applicants for enrollment for a period of five years may pay a consolidated amount of ` 45,000 (including
admission fee) + GST as applicable
Affiliate Members from countries other than India:
-- Admission fee US $ 200
-- Annual subscription: US $ 400 + GST as applicable
-- Applicants for enrollment for a period of five years may pay a consolidated amount of US $ 1500 (including
admission fee) + GST as applicable ■

Temperature Measurement
Solutions for the glass industry
Optimize your glass process through continuous
online temperature measurement
Non-contact temperature monitoring
Raytek and Ircon branded infrared pyrometers & process imagers
In-process temperature profiling
Datapaq profiling systems for dedicated heating applications
150 years of combined experience in developing
innovative products for the industry

Contact our local sales force!
www.flukeprocessinstruments.com
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The All India Glass Manufacturers' Federation
Executive Committee Meeting
and
Presentations on (a) Competition Law for Trade Associations and Enterprises
(b) Energy Conservation
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------VENUE: Hotel Parador, Raja-Ka-Tal, Agra Road, NH-2, Firozabad

1200 hrs

Registration: Tea/Coffee

1215 hrs

Welcome address by:
Mr. Harsha Kadam G, President AIGMF and
Mr. Raj Kumar Mittal, Sr. VP AIGMF and President UPGMS
Chief Guest: MLA Firozabad, Mr. Manish Asija, Govt. of UP

1225 hrs

PPT on Competition Law for Trade Associations and Enterprises
by Mr. Manish Mohan Govil, Adviser, Competition Commission of India, GoI

1250 hrs

PPT on Energy Conservation
by Mr. Sanjeev Chinmalli, Principal Director, Centre for the Development of Glass Industry
(CDGI), Firozabad

1315 hrs

Q/A

1320 hrs

Glass Bottles Gifting Ceremony to Hon. MLA/Hotel Parador and CDGI
(as Industry’s commitment towards Swachh Bharat Abhiyan)

1330 hrs

Lunch
(hosted by Uttar Pradesh Glass Manufacturers’ Syndicate - Upgms, Firozabad)

1415 hrs

AIGMF Executive Committee Meeting (for AIGMF members only)

PARTICIPATION: Free of charge
- Non-members need to pre-register at info@aigmf.com

SOMANY CONFERENCE HALL
at

office

"Somany Conference Hall" can accommodate 18- 20 people.
Hall is equipped with 43" Smart Wi-Fi TV, Computer work station and
other basic facilities.
AIGMF members can avail Hall for business meetings (at no charge) which could be planned
between 10 am to 5 pm, Monday to Friday and 10 am to 2 pm on Saturdays.
Booking is however subject to its availability on a working day.
Request for booking may be sent at info@aigmf.com

ON THE SPOT

ON THE SPOT...

Sanjay Somany
In an interview with Glass Worldwide (preferred AIGMF
international journal in association with KANCH),
Sanjay Somany, Vice Chairman and Managing Director
of Hindusthan National Glass & Industries (HNG) and Chairman of HNG
Float Glass Ltd, spoke about significant investments in the group’s
float glass facility, as well as the challenges/opportunities facing the
Indian glass container sector.
GW: How will HNG be
investing in its float glass
operations in Halol?
We are launching a second line
that will increase the current 660
tonnes/day capacity by a further
1000 tonnes/day. The investment
with our partner Sisecam will
further move us in line with the
government thinking of wanting
larger glass; it is more and more
fashionable to have bigger glass
in India and we will produce
heavy pieces.
Even though the float glass
sector in India is still at an
embryonic stage, the market is
growing and this extra capacity
will increase our market share.
GW: How will the increased
capacity assist with HNG
meeting demand from different
sectors?
When the new line opens, we
will affirm our priorities in the
architectural and automotive
sectors. It’s a dynamic market that
moves month to month and we
will satisfy demand, whatever it is.

Although we can make 2mm
glass, solar is not really our focus at
this stage because it’s challenging to
compete with imports.
GW: What plans are in place to
increase the workforce at Halol to
cope with expansion?
We have hired already and are in
training; growing our employees and
getting young people into the system
early enough is the way we like to do
business.
GW: Have you already identified
your technology partners for the
new investment at Halol?
Having already worked with such
leading partners as Bottero, CNUD,
LiSEC and TECO in Halol, glasspex
INDIA in Delhi last February provided
us with a great opportunity to meet…
we resolved much and concluded
a lot of deals that will greatly assist
our plans for the next two years
and beyond. We precisely marked
out a lot of things we wanted to do,
including a focus on process control
and general technology upgrades.
glasspex INDIA 2017 was the best

Sanjay Somany addresses delegates at this year’s AIGMF Conference
‘What can glass do for you?’

Sanjay Somany with Mr K C Jain (left), President of HNG Float Glass Ltd.

The Halol float glass project was completed within 21 months, making it the fastest execution
within Indian glassmaking history.

The HNG Float Glass Ltd plant occupies an area of 120 acres at Halol,
Gujarat.

Originally published in Glass Worldwide, preferred international journal of AIGMF
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€50 million was spent on the greenfield glass container production complex at Gardelegen,
Germany, sold to BA Vidro in 2016.

Sanjay Somany with the team from Fonderie Valdelsane SpA at glasspex
INDIA 2017.

glass show yet in India for HNG and for our subsidiary
company Glass Equipment (India) Ltd. On the second
day, we had to draft in more employees to deal with an
overwhelming number of enquiries on our stand.
GW: What are the prevailing market conditions in
the glass container sector in India?
We had seen growth since September 2016 but then,
‘demonetisation’ caused a drop in our business at the
beginning of 2017, due to liquor being a cash and carry
industry in this country.
A further challenge was the Indian government’s
decision that no liquor vendors can now be located
within 500m of the highway. This ruling is aimed at
discouraging drink driving. As a consequence, the
amount of alcohol containers subsequently delivered
to companies has fallen more than 50%.
The liquor industry was generally in a stable
condition again before the dip caused by this new law.
It is a temporary situation because people have not
stopped drinking alcohol so when the pipeline dries
up, it has to fill up again!
There are minor overcapacity issues in the
container sector and there is gentle pressure. We are
seeing a responsible approach adopted by leading
container producers, with nobody doing anything
foolish. The situation is slowly improving and forecasts
for the next couple of years are steady… there will be
significant movement but it won’t happen overnight.
GW: How has HNG adjusted its business in
reaction to these factors?
While we wait for things to return to normal, we have
optimised capacity but I expect this situation to pass

Sanjay Somany in detailed discussion with annealing lehr specialist CarMet SpA at a previous glasspex INDIA.

On the second day of glasspex INDIA 2017, Glass Equipment (India) Ltd had to draft in more
employees to deal with an overwhelming number of enquiries.

in the next couple of months. It’s a
dynamic market and things change.
Our activities in float and hollow
are adapted as necessary to the
prevailing conditions.
Our long-term ambitions remain
the same and we are still producing
a fair tonnage of glass. Temporary
challenges do not change the
perspective of an organisation like
HNG with 60 years of experience
behind it. It is a business and we
have to run it like a business.

headquarters for BA’s operations.
BA is a first class company
and I maintain close contact with
the organisation. I respect their
management principles – they
are very open and very clear. I
am impressed with the way the
acquisition was handled.

GW: Are any new opportunities
expected in the container sector?
Non-returnable glass is making
inroads for soft drinks and beer etc;
this will change the market dynamics
and provide new opportunities. There
is steady pressure coming from
consumer anti-plastic lobbying and
AIGMF is working in this direction.
GW: What was the motivation
to sell the HNG Global plant in
Gardelegen, Germany to BA Vidro
last year?
It was a win-win proposition for
BA and HNG. After more than five
years of hard work, we had peaked
out performance at the plant and it
made sense to capitalise when we
reached the top. It was a good deal
for both companies, freeing funds for
us to invest in our Indian operations
and providing a new North European

Sanjay Somany with Dieter Widmann,
Managing Director of D Widmann GmbH.

FURTHER INFORMATION:
Hindusthan National Glass &
Industries Ltd, Kolkata, India
tel:
+91 33 2254 3100
email: kol@hngil.com
web: www.hngil.com

Originally published in Glass Worldwide, preferred international journal of AIGMF
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Compositional Engineering in
Container Glasses with Blast
Furnace Slag - Part I
Prof. (Dr.) A. K. Bandyopadhyay

Technology Consultant & Ex-Principal
Govt. College of Engg. & Ceramic Technology-GCECT, Kolkata
asisbanerjee1000@gmail.com
asisbanerjee.wordpress.com

Abstract
Oxide glass is mainly produced by mixing various ingredients with silica sand as the main
component that works as the network former and other components, such as carbonates
and/or nitrates of sodium and potassium to add soda or potash as the network modifier,
carbonates of calcium and magnesium to add lime etc. for chemical resistance. Also, alumina
is added to give rise to higher mechanical strength. There are numerous other ingredients
including very small proportion of refining agents, such as arsenic oxide or antimony oxide,
to get rid of the bubbles from the glass melt [1-3]. As the prices of various raw materials
are increasing by the day, some waste materials could be explored to reduce the cost of glass
production, without compromising the overall quality of the finished glass product too much.
Here, we deal with a very well-known waste product that is produced in huge quantity in steel
plants, i.e. blast furnace slag for replacing lime, alumina, and to some extent magnesia, in the
Part - I of this article.
INTRODUCTION
There are varieties of waste materials
that are generated in thousands
of tons during primary production
of metals, mainly in steel plants
(i.e. slag), electricity generation by
coal-fired boilers in thermal power
plants (i.e. fly ash), burnt rice husk
containing about 95% silica from the
boilers in rice-mills, etc. One of the
prominent waste products is blast
furnace (BF) slag that is produced in
huge tonnage. For every ton of iron
22

metal production, there is 0.5 ton
of BF slag generated in Indian Steel
Plants that is a peculiarity of Indian
raw materials used in the production
of iron, whereas in Europe the
corresponding figure is 0.33 ton of
BF slag per ton of iron production. In
this respect, India relatively generates
more waste products than Europe.
Hence, the utilization of BF slag is a
challenging problem for Indian Steel
Companies and others.
The BF slag is mainly composed of 33-
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35% silica, 32-33% of lime, 8-10%
of magnesia, 22% of alumina, less
than 1% of sulphur, iron, etc. So, it
is apparent that BF slag is a very good
source of cheap alumina for imparting
chemical resistance and higher
mechanical strength by reinforcing
the silica network structure. It is also
a good source of magnesia to control
the viscosity of the melt. However,
the iron content of BF slag is quite
high which could not be tolerated in
the compositions of many container
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glasses so that the use of BF slag is
prohibitive to a large extent. If by any
technological process, the iron could
be reduced, say, for example by lowcost (acid) washing technique, the BF
slag would have been an ideal raw
material for glass manufacture.
For medicinal bottles for certain
medicines in the pharmaceutical
industry, in amber glass production,
there is not much restriction of iron
content for making deep amber
colouration, and sulphur could also
be used in higher amounts [1]. As
the sulphur, added from outside,
evaporates or gets oxidized making
it necessary to always add sulphur
in excess to that needed for the
formation of amber colour.
For amber glass formation, from the
molecular sense, every iron atom is
generally surrounded by four oxygen
ions, but the amber formation only
takes place when one sulphur ion
replaces one of the four oxygen
ions in the network of such iron
tetrahedron. It implies that for every
iron tetrahedron, there are one iron
atom along with three oxygen ions
and one sulphur ion. It is a type of
iron-oxygen-sulphur
«complex»
that typically gives rise to amber
colouration. Hence, the iron content
is clearly equalized with sulphur
concentration. However, it is never
the case in actual practice, as sulphur
has high vapour pressure making
it evaporate from the melt, as the
temperature and time rise. Therefore,
for a constant temperature and
limited amount of time of the melting
operation in a glass tank furnace,
the “thermodynamics of sulphur
oxidation” should be carefully studied
and then sulphur could be safely
added by putting a 10% extra amount
than that needed or demanded by
the amber composition.

The reason of writing so much about
amber glass, which is an important
component in its application in the
pharmaceutical industry as medicinal
bottles - or, even in the perfume
industry for certain high grade and
expensive perfumes - is that no glass
company ever thought of a regular
but controlled use of BF slag to
compensate for expensive sulphur
in the amber glass that sometimes
fetches a little bit of premium in the
market. Some beer bottles of certain
brand, whose demand is clearly
on the rise, also uses amber glass,
where BF slag could be thought of
being used in small proportion via a
balanced compositional engineering.
However, here we mainly talk of
normal container glasses vis-à-vis the
total cost of necessary raw materials,
i.e. cost optimization.
There is a little scope in using BF slag
as a replacement material in sheet or
float glasses for cheaper affordable
housing sector, where transparency
might not matter so much [2,3]. Some
kind of control could be imposed in a
separate glass tank furnace, whereby
the atmosphere could be controlled
to some extent so that the coloration
effect of iron oxide is minimized, as it
is known that slight yellow-greenish
colouration is influenced by the
oxidation states (i.e. redox state) of
iron ions present in the glass. There
are definitely ways to encourage the
use of this kind of waste material, but
no large company wants to disturb its
regular production system, as they
already have to deal with myriad
other problems.
Before dealing with the issue of
partial replacement or composition
engineering via cost optimization,
let us look at the basics of glass
composition to be engineered with
the addition of 0% BF slag so that the

need for substitution could be better
understood.
COMPOSITION BASICS
First of all, it should be made clear that
this work was done for a particular
medium to large size glass container
company. Hence the compositions
and other details shown here in these
two articles are correct to the extent
supplied by the company. However,
the name of the company is withheld
for obvious reasons. Hence, any glass
company trying to use these data are
advised to use the concept and re-do
their own calculations in the manner
shown here. This is done here for
the sole purpose of dissemination
of useful information, not guided by
any other motivation whatsoever. It
would be clearly evident that there
are many possibilities available in
this study and analysis, if we adopt
an open mind of using BF slag as
a ‹substitution› item to reduce
environmental hazards.
Generally, for container glasses, the
basic composition is approximately
taken as: 71.6% silica, 12.9% lime,
13.8% soda, 1.5% alumina, 0.125%
iron oxide, and some other minor
components. The sand that comes
mainly from Allahabad region arrives
at the factory gate very wet, i.e. we
also pay for water, as it is included
in the transportation cost. The sand
has to be dried in the glass plant by
using ‹waste heat› from the glass
tank furnace via a recovery process.
Some other raw materials could also
contain certain amount of moisture.
These are all issues of concern and
hence to be accurately measured
before any batch is certified to be fed
into the glass tank furnace.
Before giving a typical glass
composition involving its batch
composition of raw materials -
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actually used by the manufacturers of
container glass - it is also important
to deal with certain points of
interest. In a glass plant, there is a
separate batch house, where trucks
are bringing different types of raw
materials that are stored in different
Silos of various sizes. These raw
materials are weighed and mixed in
Mixers, and then poured into a Pot
like container. In a ‹ropeway› system,
these container Pots having a capacity
of carrying about 1500-3000 kg of
raw dry batch are stationed near
the batch feeding portion of the tank
furnace, and then discharged into the
furnace - as the need of production
arises, i.e. maintain the continuity or
flow of operation.
Here, we are talking about a batch size
on «dry basis» of about 2600 kg., but
the actual composition is normalized
to 100%, such as Sand (White) 36.58%, Soda-Ash (A) - 10.89%,
Soda-Ash (Black) - 0.72%, Limestone
- 8.84%, Dolomite - 3.91%, Feldspar
- 3.04%, Sodium Sulphate - 0.24%,
Cullet (Mkt) - 26.83%, Cullet (Own
Source) - 8.95% [1]. Each of these
raw materials that are actually fed to

the tank furnace contains different
chemical components. When they
are analysed to predict the glass
composition in terms of oxide
contents, it looks like as shown in
Table 1.
It is seen that there is a slight
difference in the values of certain
oxide components between the
calculated from the raw materials (dry
basis) and that provided by the actual
glass company. It is slightly remarkable
for silica, alumina and soda with the
difference being 0.44%, -0.22%
and -0.15% respectively. This could
happen due to the fact that most of
the raw materials come from the
known and reliable suppliers. For raw
materials coming from the mines, it is
already known that even within the
same mine location, there is a variation
in composition, and obviously it varies
to a different degree from one mine
to another. This could happen in case
of limestone quarry or dolomite mine,
but here in this calculation, it shows a
noticeable similarity in terms of CaO
and MgO contents. The calculation
for the rest of the components tally
quite well with those provided by the

concerned glass company.
Here, some other points need to be
mentioned, such as sulphur trioxide
(SO3) that mainly comes from sodium
sulphate, expressed as:
Na2SO4 --> Na2O+SO3
After, sodium sulphate splits into
soda and sulphur oxide, the sulphur
escapes the glass melt as SO2 gas
depending on various factors, such as
temperature of melting and the total
time from the dog house to the refining
zone, when the sulphur oxide vapour
size gets to a bare minimum size. But
some sulphur atoms remain dissolved
within the glass matrix (expressed as
0.10% of SO3) that reflects into the
final glass composition.
Finally, an important point about the
cullet needs to be mentioned here. In
the above composition, the total cullet
is 35.78%, i.e. 26.83% cullet coming
from the assorted «glass containers»
with not so uniform composition
that is collected from the open
market, and the rest 8.95% of cullet
is generated within the production
system of the glass plant, where the
uniformity of glass composition is

Table 1: Typical Container Glass Composition on % Dry basis
Component

SiO2

Al2O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

Na2O

K2O

Sand-White

36.40

0.15

0.0238

0

0

0

0

Soda-Ash: A

0

0

0.0016

0

0

6.26

0

0.02

6.28

Soda-Ash: Black

0

0

0.0002

0

0

0.39

0

0.01

0.40

0.08

0

0.0036

4.48

0.18

0

0

0

4.92

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Dolomite

0.03

0

0.0020

1.25

0.86

0

0

0

2.14

Feldspar

2.14

0.49

0.0029

0

0

0.12

0.29

0

3.04

0

0

0

0

0

0.11

0

0

0.11

Cullet-Mkt

19.18

0.42

0.0537

2.74

0.59

3.62

0.13

0.05

26.79

Cullet-Own

6.41

0.13

0.0109

0.94

0.21

1.19

0.05

0.02

8.95

Total >

64.24

1.19

0.0987

9.41

2.02

11.69

0.47

0.10

89.20

Normalized to 100%

72.02

1.33

0.11

10.55

2.26

13.10

0.53

0.11

100.00

Company Comp.

71.58

1.45

0.122

10.56

2.32

13.25

0.52

0.20

100.00

Limestone
BF Slag

Sodium Sulphate
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SO3

Total
36.57
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more or less preserved. If the entire
35-36% cullet could be generated
from within the glass plant itself,
the compositional uniformity will be
obviously higher. Due to shortage of
some raw materials that could happen
in certain periods of the year, many
glass plants have a tendency to break
glasses from the production lines so
that more cullet could be generated.
Before going to the «engineering» of
glass composition via replacement of
some raw materials by BF slag in Part
- II of this article, some analysis of slag
coming from different steel plants is
given below.
BF SLAG SELECTION
All the steel plants produce
«granulated» BF slag by subjecting
the flow of hot slag through a stream
of high power water-jets that gives
rise to (granular) glassy BF slag due
to the high speed of cooling the slag
with a lot of porosity within the grains
having sizes 0 to 6 mm [4]. Generally,
10,000 litres of water are needed
per ton of slag so that after some
draining of water, the residual water
content is about 10-15% that makes
it expensive to transport the extra
water along with the granulated slag.
As said earlier, the chemical
composition of the «dry» slag contains
higher amount of both silica and lime
in the range of 30-32%. However, as
the alumina content is also quite high,
about 22%, as contained in the dry BF
slag and as the cost of alumina is also
high, it could be an important reason
to replace it by BF slag. Here, Feldspar
is playing a dual role of introducing
both alumina and alkali, like soda or
potash, to the glass composition.
Hence, an attempt could be made
to replace 50% Feldspar by BF slag
to see the overall effect on glass
composition. Here is a table of

Table 2: Chemical Compositions of BF Slag
BF Slag

SiO2

Sample1: Magnetic 32.00
Separation

Al2O3 Fe2O3
22.16

CaO

MgO

Na2O

K2O SO3

0.7710 31.05 11.17 0.78

0.80 1.27

Sample2: Mixed
after collecting
from many
Granulation Areas

34.78w 22.02

0.3750 32.19 7.72

1.04

0.73 1.14

Sample3:
Raw BF Slag
from the one
Location

31.20

21.67

0.9510 34.88 8.10

1.14

0.98 1.08

Sample4: Raw
slag from diff.
Locations

35.94

19.21

0.4850 32.48 9.28

0.85

0.66 1.09

Sample5: Mixed
after collecting
from many
Granulation Areas

31.76

19.32

0.7030 34.21 11.04 1.02

0.84 1.11

Sample6: Magnetic 32.00
Separation

22.33

0.5900 31.33 10.92 0.91

0.71 1.21

chemical composition of dry BF slag
for six samples without naming the
steels plants. Some of the samples
were passed through magnetic
separation, as done by many suppliers
of BF slag, to reduce the iron content.
Some were made after mixing from
different production areas.
It is quite apparent that both silica
and lime contents are high to make it
attractive to cement manufacturers,
as well as for making glass. But the
alumina content is quite high at
about 19-22%. The same is true for
magnesia: 8-11%. However, iron
content is quite high so that a huge
substitution will introduce more iron
in the glass. Hence, it is understood
that a process of optimization or
composition engineering is needed
vis-a-vis the total cost. This will be
discussed in Part-II of the paper.

BF slag is given here to prepare the
basis for substitution of a particular
chemical component in the overall
glass composition by also showing the
limitation of its use due to higher iron
contents. An open-mind is needed
to make cost reduction as well as to
find various alternative usage of waste
products, like BF slag, as it creates an
environmental nuisance in our steel
cities.
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CONCLUSIONS
An analysis of different raw materials used in the glass production - is given
here to highlight the importance of
substitution for each case. At the
same time, the chemical analysis of the
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term, some pain is expected, as increased input cost for
liquor and beer will have a negative bearing on demand for
glass packaging.
“Any big, drastic change in the tax structure takes
time for people to understand the actual implications”
says Shekhar Ramamurthy, Managing Director of India’s
largest beer maker, United Breweries Ltd. “You know that
only once you start operating in the new system.”

BRISK PHARMACEUTICAL DEMAND
Glass packaging consumption for pharmaceuticals is
expected to play a major role in the country’s glass
container industry in the coming years. A number of
new investments by different players and expansions by
existing producers illustrate this trend.
Glass containers are increasingly preferred by the
pharmaceutical sector due to their neutral nature and
recyclability. These qualities make them ideal for the
storage of medicines, without risking contamination
or spoilage. The need for providing improved medical
care for a growing population will allow the domestic
pharmaceutical sector to clock an annual growth rate of
approximately 16% to reach US$55 billion by 2020, which
in turn will lead to more demand for glassware.

GERRESHEIMER STARTS SECOND PLANT
Leading global pharmaceutical glass producer,
Gerresheimer has opened its second production facility
at Kosamba in the state of Gujarat to make vials and
ampoules for local and international customers.
The company’s first manufacturing facility
(Gerresheimer acquired existing producer, Neutral Glass
in 2012) in Kosamba produces primary packaging for the
pharmaceuticals industry, while the recently opened factory
next door produces vials and ampoules from tubular glass.

BOROSIL ENTERS SECTOR
India’s leading domestic glassware and solar glass
producer Borosil entered the container packaging business
in 2016 by acquiring a 60.3% shareholding in Nasik-based
pharmaceutical glass producer, Klasspack Pvt Ltd. With
manufacturing facilities at Nashik, Maharashtra, Klasspack
is a producer of glass ampoules and tubular glass vials.
Borosil is a global brand, synonymous with high quality
glassware. The company is the market leader for laboratory
glassware for India’s leading pharmaceutical companies, with
plans to combine its technological expertise in specialty glass
production with Klasspack’s experience in world class glass
ampoule and tubular glass vial production to offer customers
a reliable partner to source their primary glass packaging.

VITRUM GLASS MODERNISATION PLANNED
Specialist pharamaceutical glass producer, Vitrum Glass is
to undertake a major modernisation exercise. The company
has set aside a sum of INR 500 million for the project. Vitrum
Glass is a mid-sized producer of amber glass bottles for
customers in India and abroad. More than one million bottles/
day are produced, in sizes ranging from 5ml to 500ml.
The Vitrum Glass manufacturing facility is located at
Vikhroli, Mumbai. The company claims to have a clientele of
the best multi-national pharmaceutical companies in India,
including Glaxo Smith Kline Pharmaceuticals, Pfizer Ltd,
Merck Ltd, Wardex Pharmaceuticals and Cipla Ltd. During
2016-17, Vitrum Glass achieved a total turnover of INR
1395.9 million. The company’s exports increased to INR
240.6 million from INR 186.1 million.

AGI GLASSPAC
One of India’s four leading glass
container producers, AGI Glasspac
has streamlined operations of its
recently commissioned production
line, which employs NNPB
technology. The company introduced
55 new designs and 35 lightweight
glass containers during 2016. HSIL
invested in a dedicated line for
coloured containers and initiated the
export of such containers to liquor
manufacturers. The company also
added two lines for manufacturing
small-sized containers, which are
registering rapid consumption.
Bucher Emhart Glass and
Bottero were among the leading
technology suppliers involved in this
modernisation exercise.
Discussing current performance,
AGI’s management commented:
“Despite reporting good results in the
first half of FY 2016-17, our container
glass division could not maintain the
growth momentum during the latter
part of the year owing to external
factors like a continued subdued
demand from major soft drinks and
liquor manufacturers, demonetisation
and the Supreme Court’s order
banning liquor vending on national
highways that affected sales of our
container glass products.”
In order to offset the downturn
in sales, the company is focusing on
improving operational efficiencies,
the use of value-added products like
NNPB, improving and diversifying its
product portfolio and customer base
to boost sales and profitability.

HALDYN HEINZ GLASS
JOINT VENTURE
Premium glass container producer,
Heinz Glas GmbH entered the Indian
market during the first half of 2017.
Haldyn Heinz Glass is a 50:50 joint
venture with existing local producer,
Haldyn Glass. The joint venture,
which produces premium bottles for
the cosmetics industry commenced
commercial production in April 2017
from recently established facilities in
Kosamba, in the state of Gujarat.
Heinz Glas is a leading premium
glass producers for the perfumery
and cosmetics industry. Founded in
1622 in Tettau, Germany, Heinz Glas
offers customised and decorative
flacons and jars, as well as crystalwhite, opal and coloured glass
containers.
Production equipment for
the newly established facility
was imported from Heinz Glas

headquarters in Kleintettau and the
company’s manufacturing facilities in
Piesau and Działdowo, Poland.

JANTA GLASS CLOSES FOR
MODERNISATION
Mid-sized Janta Glass has recently
shut down its glass container
operations. Speaking to Glass
Worldwide, Niraj Mehta, a key
executive commented: “The general
slowdown in the glass container
industry and overcapacity in the
market has forced us to shut our
operations. We will be restarting in
2018 after modernisation. Currently,
we have not finalised the design
capacity.”

THE ROAD AHEAD
With a low per capita usage of
container glass, increasing purchasing
power and rapid rise in the Indian
middle classes, the glass container
industry is expected to register steady
growth in the coming years. India’s
overall economic outlook is expected
to remain in the range of 7% growth
for the current and next year (source:
Economic Survey of India).
This optimism is based on
adoption of the Goods & Service Tax,
which promises to make India one
unified market. GST will enhance
the efficiency of production and
movement of goods and services.
According to the IMF, India’s
critical fiscal policy could make
an important contribution to bring
the nation’s medium-term GDP
growth momentum to over 8%.
GST implementation, India’s steady
growth and changing lifestyle could
prove to be an inflection point for the
country’s glass container industry.
The entry of multi-national
companies in recent years in
the packaged foods, beverages
and pharmaceutical sectors has
led to premieumisation of glass
bottles to a significant degree. The
adoption of state-of-the-art glass
manufacturing technology and
supplying at consistent quality will
be the key issues for Indian glass
container producers, not only to cater
for domestic demand but also to
increase exports.
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Glass making buildings - Functional,
Energy Efficient and Elegant
A recent CPWD’s prestigious NISM Project
at Patalganga, Maharashtra
A building is designed for functional
and aesthetic requirements. Energy
efficiency is another important factor
which has become part of the building
design now. Glass plays an important
role in aesthetics, functions and
energy efficiency.

(53 acres), 4.05 hectares (10 acres)
and 2.83 hectares (7 acres). The
institutional buildings and hostels
were designed in the plot of 53 acres
while residential buildings in 10 acres
plot. Plot of 7 acres area has been
reserved for future expansion.

Glass has another beauty that it is
compatible to many materials and
can also be used alone. Traditionally,
it was used with wood and mild steel
but now aluminium and stainless steel
are being used frequently with glass.

The cost of the project is
Rs. 315 crores which includes
cost of buildings, infrastructure
development, interiors, furnishing,
security equipment and agency
charges. The buildings are designed
and registered for 4 star GRIHA
ratings.

Central Public Works Department
(CPWD) has recently developed
new campus for National Institute of
Securities Markets (NISM) in which
glass has been used for functional,
aesthetic and energy efficiency
requirements. The use of glass in the
campus is discussed in the paper.
National Institute of
Securities Markets (NISM)
NISM is an educational initiative of
SEBI (Securities Exchange Board of
India). NISM entrusted the work of
project management to CPWD. M/s
Hiten Sethi & Associates were
appointed as the consultants of
the project.

The project was inaugurated by
Hon’ble Prime Minister in presence
of Hon’ble Finance Minister, His
Excellency Governor of Maharashtra
and Hon’ble Chief Minister of
Maharashtra on December 24, 2016.
Architectural concept
As shown in designer’s view, the
campus is located on right side when
one travels from Mumbai to Pune on
the Expressway. The architectural
concept is based on an axis passing

The campus is spread in 28.33
hectares (70 acres) of land at
Patalganga, Rasayani in Raigarh
district located at about 75 km
from Mumbai international
airport
on
Mumbai-Pune
expressway. The land is in three
plots, measuring 21.45 hectares
28
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through Orientation Block, Centre
of academic blocks and the Library.
The Hostels and Recreation Block
are located at the rear. The hostels
are connected through a corridor
to Amphitheatre, Dining Hall, and
Academic Blocks.
Orientation Block, Academic cum
Administrative Blocks (4 Nos),
Library, Dining Hall, Amphitheatre,
Auditorium, Hostels, Recreation
Block and Utility Block are
constructed in 53 acres plot while
Residential Block having 42 flats and
Director’s Bungalow are designed in
10 acres plot.
Total built up area of all the buildings is
66,530 sq m having 3 students hostels
of 21,575 sq m (G+7), MDP hostel
of 5,740 sq m (G+7), residential
block of 7,935 sq m (G+7), and
other institutional buildings having
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a built up area of @ 31,280 sq m
which include orientation block
(2,154 sq m), 3 academic blocks are
G+2 storeyed and academic block
“D” as lower ground +G+2 (13,412
sq m), library G+1 (3,358 sq m),
recreation block as G+1 (1,162 sq
m), auditorium block having double
height and service block including
kitchen block of G+2 storied
(2,274 sq m). Utility block is also
G+1 (1,691 sq m) storeyed. Dining
hall is constructed below open air
Amphitheatre thus utilising the space
appropriately having built up area of
2,724 sq m. All the hostels, dining hall
and academic blocks are connected
through a corridor (@4,500 sq m).
Use of glass is now discussed in
various important buildings.
Use of glass in
Orientation Block
Glass has been used in Orientation
Block of circular shape in structural
glazing, in the entrance door, internal
partitions and external walling. Since,
Orientation Block is the face of the
institute for the visitors, it provides
not only aesthetic beauty with the
glass but also connects interior to
exterior and leads to energy efficiency
as during daytime, artificial lighting is
not required.
Academic cum
Administrative Blocks
Four numbers of Academic cum
Administrative Blocks have been
constructed which house world class

Wi-Fi enabled Structural Glazing in Lecture Hall
l e c t u r e
theatres
h a v i n g
“Namaste”
furniture with
all
required
facilities.
Use of glass
in
Board
Room, Faculty
lobby but glass has enhanced its look
Rooms, Lecture rooms and structural
altogether and helped in hiding the
glazing in architectural shaped
look of steel structure.
vertical walls have made the buildings
Auditorium
beautiful, ventilated and energy
efficient.
Glass has been used in the
Dining Hall
Dining hall has been designed
below the Amphitheatre. Beautifully
designed with glass wall on front side,
it provides aesthetics supplemented
with cloud false ceiling and patterned
flooring of leather finish, flamed and
polished granite.
Library

auditorium in the entrance lobby
and it has provided a grand look.
It's compatibility to other materials
has increased its beauty. Glass not
only provides grand look during
daytime but during night it provides
magnificent view with lighting.
Recreation Block
In Recreation Block, glass has been
provided in lobby, and in Structural
glazing which provides abundant
natural light. A wall of swimming pool

Front of the library has been provided
with double height with glass
providing a grand
look. Structural Dining Hall
glazing on both
sides gives a look
of two arms of the
building enhancing
its
beauty
in
which glass is
playing a major
role. A staircase
though of steel is
Glass enhancing the look of staircase
provided in the

Orientation Block
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NBC provisions to ensure
safety.

has been provided with glass
mosaic tiles giving splendid
look.

Concluding
Remarks

Hostels
Three numbers of Student
Hostels and one Management
Development
Programme
(MDP) hostel for about
1,000 capacity have been
constructed. These hostels
have structural glazing, glass
entrance doors and glass Lobby of the Auditorium with extensive use of glass
CCPS Guidelines and
balcony railings which have
Provisions in NBC 2016
enhanced their overall beauty.
Confederation of Construction
Structural glazing has also been
Products and Services (CCPS)
provided in the residential block.
brought out Guidelines on Use of
Glass partitions have been provided
Glass in Buildings – Human Safety
in toilets and also in skylight windows
in 2007, which was adopted and
near dining hall to bring natural light
implemented in various Central and
in the corridor as small portion of the
State Departments. Subsequently, IS:
corridor had no natural light due to
16231 (Pt. 4) 2014 “Code of Practice
RCC wall required to be constructed
for Use of Glass in Buildings – Safety
on one side and dining hall services
related to Human Impact” was
on other side.
brought out by BIS, derived mainly
Solar PV panels have also been
from CCPS Guidelines.
installed in the campus for generating
Glazing being an important item in
200 kWp solar power.
building construction, a new section
From the above, it is observed that
glass provides the following functions
in a building:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Aesthetics
Functional requirements
Energy efficiency
Compatibility of modern and
traditional materials
v. Light weight to the structure
vi. Safety if proper glass is used
vii. Modern look
A view of the hostels
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on ‘Glass and Glazing’ Part 6/Section
8 has been added in the revised
National Building Code (NBC) 2016.
This section provides guidance on
the selection of appropriate glazing of
various types for buildings, the energy
and light aspects, determination of
thickness of glass used in glazing,
specialised operations for fixing
and with respect to rescue and fire
fighting operations, human safety
aspects while using glass in buildings.
Therefore,
now
glass
can
be
appropriately
selected
and
used
in
buildings
following
C C P S
guidelines and
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Glass has now become a
modern material. It can
be used with new and
innovative materials due
to its compatibility to
those materials and also
independently. When used in
structural glazing, it should be
got designed and tested.
Use of glass has now become
a specialised subject hence its
designing and testing facilities need
to be developed in major cities so
that it is used properly. There is also
a need of more processing vendors
and skilled workers for specialised
glass applications.
There is a large scope of glass in the
country due to its use in multiple
applications.
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Glass off the roll
Thin glass is revolutionising the performance spectrum of
glass and glass panes: The results can be viewed and admired
at glasstec 2018 in Düsseldorf from October 23-26, 2018.
Thin glass – as thin as a razor blade
or a human hair – is a reliable method
to protect smartphone touchscreens,
sensitive filters and sensors. Yet
despite its extreme thinness, it is
also highly resilient and scratchproof. Furthermore, thanks to its
flexibility and bending properties,
it permits totally new applications
in architecture, mobility and other
industries. Thin glass is opening up
new markets and turning visions into
reality. How this works can be seen at
glasstec 2018 in Düsseldorf.
Just as smart phones, tablets and
e-book readers have changed
the way we communicate and
convey knowledge, scratch-proof
touchscreens have produced totally
new qualities in the manufacturing of
glass, thus enhancing the performance
of this material which has accompanied

1 Glass on rolls – thanks to thin glass. By creating AS 87 eco, Schott has produced the
world’s thinnest glass ever. At 25 μm, it is thinner than a human hair.
(Photo credit: Schott AG)

the history of mankind's development
since the first advanced civilizations.
Ultra-thin protective glass seems
more like film than glass and is so
bendable and flexible, that it can
even be rolled up and transported to
customers on rolls (Fig. 1, 2). Special
manufacturing processes are now
available, allowing for the production
of ultra-thin glass films which – at 25
μm (0.025 mm) – are even thinner

than a human hair or razor blade.
Thin glass –
manufacturing methods
and definition
The starting material for production
is molten glass which then passes
through rollers and is drawn upward
or downward from a tank in what
is known as an up-draw or downdraw process (Fig. 3, 4). It is then

2 The benefits of thin glass can also be seen in logistics: drawn onto rolls and then placed on a trailer, it can easily be shipped for
further processing or to its installation venue.
(Photo credit: Timon Peters, Technical University of Darmstadt)
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4 To obtain
extremely thin
glasses between
250 and 210 μm,
manufacturers
use the much
faster down-draw
process whereby
the glass is drawn
downward from
the melting tank.
(Photo credit:
Schott AG)

Rollen

Glühofen

no measuring in micrometres). The
needs are quite different elsewhere.
In media technology, for instance,
2-mm glass would be regarded
as rather thick. This industry
commonly measures thickness in
micrometres, and ultra-thin glass
down to 20 μm tends to be treated

geschmolzenes Glas

Rollen

Rollen
geschmolzenes Glas

Glühofen
Beim Up-Draw-Verfahren wird die Glasschmelze nach oben gezogen,
damit ein dünnes Glasband entsteht. Dieser Herstellungsprozess
eignet sich für die etwas dickeren Architekturgläser zwischen 1-10 mm.

3 The up-draw process involves
drawing the molten glass upward. This
manufacturing method is suitable for
somewhat thicker architectural glasses,
between 1 and 10 mm.
(Photo credit: Schott AG)

left to cool down on the production
line as a film with the required
thickness, ranging from 25 μm to 10
mm. Alongside these two methods
– which, incidentally, are older than
float glass manufacturing – thin glass
can also be produced with different
specifications, using overflow or
micro-floating processes. Whichever
method a company chooses, the
decisive element for the properties
of thin glass is the formula of the
molten glass, which differs from one
manufacturer to another and is a wellguarded trade secret.
Thin glass is in demand for a wide range
of products in numerous industries
(Figs. 5 and 6) and can be classified
quite differently, depending on its
thickness. Whereas in construction
and architecture, glass is considered
to be thin if it is below 3 mm, with
virtually no reasonable or practicable
use for thicknesses below 1 mm (and
34

Rollen
Glasband

Beim Down-Draw-Verfahren wird die Glasschmelze nach unten gezogen,
damit ein dünnes Glasband entsteht. Aus diesem Herstellungsprozess
gehen extrem dünne Gläser zwischen 25 und 210 μm hervor.

In der Architektur sind die Anwendungspotentiale für Dünnglas
bei Weitem nicht ausgeschöpft: Rahmenlose Bandfassaden sind
ebenso möglich wie Glaskuben verschiedenster Form oder runde
Gebäudeecken – Visionen gibt es vielerlei.

5 Still only a vision, yet it’s an idea that only works with thin glass: frameless lines of
windows, glass cubes and round glazing.
(Photo credit: Timon Peters, Technical University of Darmstadt)

Auch im Möbelbau bietet Dünnglas eine mit dem Werkstoff Glas bisher
nicht umsetzbare Design- und Formenvielfalt. Aufgrund der angenehmeren
Haptik und höheren Kratzfestigkeit eine attraktive Alternative zu Kunststoffen.

6 In furniture making, too, thin glass provides an alternative to plastic and can be
combined with other materials, such as wood and metal.
(Photo credit: Timon Peters, Technical University of Darmstadt)
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7 In media technology, in particular,
ultra-thin, bendable glass is very much in
demand.
(Photo credit: Corning Inc.)

10 The inner panes in quadruple glazing can be made of thin glass. They are well
protected and can be coated like any other glass.
(Photo credit: Lisec Austria GmbH)

where minimal thicknesses are
commonly around one millimetre.

8 Chemically tempered thin glass
provides ideal protection for displays on
smartphones and tablets.
(Photo credit: Corning Inc.)

9 Thin glass allows a considerable
reduction of weight in multiple insulation
glazing.
(Photo credit: Lisec Austria GmbH)

as film (Figs. 7 and 8) and shipped
on rolls. In the construction industry
thin glass can therefore be produced
under a conventional floating process

The benefits of thin glass are its
material and constructional qualities,
on the one hand, and its low weight,
on the other, e.g. in combination
with other glasses, such as multiple
insulating glasses (Figs. 9 and 10).
The stability and resistance of thin
glass can be further enhanced through
chemical tempering – something
which is particularly in demand for
displays and protective covers on
smartphones. Other applications are
protective covers for microscopic
instruments and near-infrared filters
for smartphone cameras.
Thin glass in
construction and
architecture
The construction industry, too, uses
thin glasses to cover a wide range of
applications where polymer solutions
have their limits (e.g. the coating on
solar panels). Compared with a plastic
film, glass is far more heat-resistant,
keeps its shape, is gas-tight and has

outstanding visual qualities.
Thin glass is being used more and
more for the middle pane in triple
glazing, where it allows a clear
reduction of thickness and weight. A
pane structure comprises an outer
float glass pane (4 mm in thickness),
a semi-tempered middle pane (2
mm) and another float glass pane on
the inside (3 mm). Compared with
conventional glazing (4/12/4/12/4),
this combination reduces the weight
from 30 to 22.5 kg/m2. The benefits
of light, thin glazing are particularly
noticeable in refurbishment projects.
In architecture thin glasses not
only reduce weight, but also excel
with their combination of breakage
resistance and high flexibility, allowing
specific customisations. Moreover,
they permit new and variable options
in shape and design, as it is possible
to add specially treated coats to thin
glass, e.g. through grinding or screen
printing. However, such applications
are still more a matter of vision than
everyday use (Figs. 11 and 12). Other
forward-looking applications include
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This technology permits the creation
of cloudy, opaque viewing guards
which only become transparent under
an electric current. One specialist in
this type of technology is the Austrian
company LiSEC whose vacuum coating
process with diffusion-proof edge
seals also protects functional coats
from humidity and environmental
impact. At glasstec 2018 LiSEC will
present, among other things, suitable
machines for the treatment of thin
glass (Fig. 13).
11 Thin glass is opening up totally new design options in architecture.
(Photo credit: Timon Peters, Technical University of Darmstadt)

Thanks to thin glass technology,

12 Thanks to its stability and bending
properties, thin glass may also be
thinkable, for instance, for connecting
hinges in structural glass engineering.
(Photo credit: Timon Peters, Technical
University of Darmstadt)

integrated functional coats such as
OPV (organic photovoltaics), where
energy is harvested via windows
and switchable PDLC coatings
(polymer dispersed liquid crystal).

14 Cold bending makes it possible to place curvatures on glass immediately before
installation.
(Photo credit: Lisec Austria GmbH)

curved glasses, too, may well
become increasingly established in
architecture. Tempered thin glass can
be bent into the desired shape on
site either through cold bending or
installation bending (Fig. 14) and can
then be used as single glass or as a coat.
It is an inexpensive alternative to hot
bending at the factory. Furthermore,
cold-bent glass has excellent visual
qualities, due to fewer distortions.

13 The Austrian company Lisec will be presenting numerous machines for the
processing of thin glass at glasstec 2018 in Düsseldorf.
(Photo credit: Lisec Austria GmbH)
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Thin glass in media
technology and
automotive engineering
Thin glass in the micrometre range
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15 Thin glass has long been a mass product, and German
manufacturers such as Schott have been pioneers in the
development of ultra-thin glasses.
(Photo credit: Schott AG)

makes glass particularly flexible, and
indeed without compromising on
stability and hardness. One company
that specialises in the development
and production of ultra-thin glass is
SCHOTT, which uses its own downdraw technology. Its project AS 87
eco has led to what is currently the
world’s thinnest glass, at only 25 μm
(Fig. 15), and is now mass-produced
for sensitive applications (e.g.
fingerprints) and optical components
(camera filters) in smartphones,
where it offers reliable protection.
The market for this type of glass is
enormous. There has been a steady
rise in the demand for fingerprint
sensors alone and also for special
solutions to protect such sensitive
components. Whereas in 2014 the
number of units shipped to customers
was 316m, this figure rose to nearly
500m in 2015, and the forecast for
2020 is currently as high as 1.6 billion
units. Fire-polished protective glass
is amazingly hard and is therefore
also used for smartphone displays.
Moreover, it is as thin as a razor blade,
which makes the precision of the
manufacturing process particularly
remarkable. With a thickness
tolerance of only ten micrometres or
less, it promises a high level of reliable
safety and quality.
Thin glass is also becoming more

and more desirable
in the automotive
industry – for the
interior, for freely
shaped windscreens
and for the cockpit.
Here, too, digitisation
has long been a wellestablished feature.
It is a domain where
highly
resistant,
scratch-proof ultrathin glass below 250
μm can be used to

Tomorrow’s visions can
be admired at glasstec
2018
Furthermore, flexible thin glass is also
opening up new innovative options
in virtual, mixed and augmented
reality (i.e. the computer-aided
enhancement of our perception of
reality). One vision for tomorrow’s
electronics is to achieve a good
level of bendability (Figs. 16 and
17) without compromising on the
outstanding visual qualities, clarity and
valuable tactile properties of glass 

its full advantage,
particularly
in
convex
and
concave
geometries. Glass
does not age
and is therefore
superbly suited
for the panelling
of
vehicle
interiors.
16 Developments in media technology have caused a boom for
Whereas,
in
ultra-thin glasses on the market.
the past, such
(Photo credit: Schott AG)
applications
involved a risk
of injury in an
accident
and
were therefore
unthinkable,
thin glass has
now
achieved
such
a
high
level of stability,
17 A fascinating and literally tangible vision: bendable
almost unlimited
smartphones and tablets. glasstec 2018 will feature the
mouldability and latest developments and visionary trends of these and other
superior optical applications in the glass industry.
(Photo credit: Schott AG)
qualities (e.g. for
touchscreens),
Press office glasstec 2018
that it has opened up totally new
Daniel Krauß
paths in automotive engineering and
Tel.: +49(0)211/4560-598
has become the alternative to plastic.
E-mail: KraussD@messe-duesseldorf.de
Its optical qualities and homogeneity
Brigitte Küppers
are far better, and its chemical and
Tel.: +49(0)211/4560-929
thermal resistance are so high that
E-mail:
KueppersB@messeit can easily withstand humidity, UV
duesseldorf.de
radiation and high temperatures.
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USGBC's Greenbuild India
(Nov 2 – 5, 2017)

For the first time, Greenbuild
International Conference & Expo was
held in Mumbai from Nov 2-5, 2017 at
Bombay Exhibition Centre, Mumbai.
Greenbuild India 2017 was held in
partnership with the ABEC Exhibitions
& Conferences Ltd. (ABEC), which
brought together Indian and global
industry leaders, experts and frontline
professionals dedicated to sustainable
building, making Greenbuild India the
ideal space to learn about groundbreaking green building products,
services and technologies in the
region.
Greenbuild India Conference was
held on Nov 2-3, 2017.
AIGMF was allocated a stall, where
in special issue of Kanch, Guidelines
on Use of Glass in Buildings- Human
Safety, Glass - A Sustainable Building
and Packaging Material and Indian

38
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participated as one of the Supporting Associations
Glass Directory 2017 were made
available to visitors.
This year’s ‘2017 Greenbuild India
Leadership Award’ recipients include
ITC Hotels and seven other leading
recipients for its Commitment to
the Green Building Movement in
India. “The Greenbuild Leadership
Award recipients are raising the bar
when it comes to creating healthier,
more sustainable buildings,” said Mr.
Mahesh Ramanujam, President and
CEO, USGBC and Green Business
Certification Inc. (GBCI), the
organization that certifies all LEED
projects globally. “As India continues
to drive green growth, these leaders
are encouraging the adoption of green
practices that improve the health
and well-being of our communities
and it is an honor to recognize their
efforts at Greenbuild India.” The
Greenbuild
Leadership
Awards
recognize exceptional organizations
at the forefront of the green
building movement. It acknowledges
contributions to India and the green
building community that work to
enhance environmental performance

and improve quality of life.
AIGMF organised a special session
with U.S. Green Building Council
(USGBC) parallel to its Executive
Committee held on Nov 4 at Hall
7A. A Guided tour of the exhibition
was organised by U.S Green Building
Council exclusively for AIGMF
Members.
Presentations were given by Ms.
Priyanka Kochhar, Regional Manager,
Green Business Certification Institute

(GBCI) on Green Buildings for
Everyone and by Mr. Senthil Kumar
Somasundaram, Asahi India on Glass
in Smart Development.
AIGMF gifted 50 glass bottles
to USGBC as part of its ongoing
commitment for Swachh Bharat
Abhiyaan (clean India campaign) 
Select photos and presentations can
be downloaded from http://www.
aigmf.com/past-events.php.

Do you have news to share?
Send your news and press releases to info@aigmf.com
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Indian Green Building Congress
2017

(October 4 – 7, 2017)

participated as one of the Supporting Associations
Mr. V Suresh said that the
IGBC hopes to increase to
10 Billion sq. ft. of area by
2022. He further added that
the 3-day event will prove
to be a significant platform
for world councils to act
together for sustainable
development.
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Jaipur hosted the 15th edition of
Confederation of Indian Industry’s
Green Building Congress from
October 4-7, 2017 in Hotel Clarkes
Amer.

158 cities. It is no. 1 in the country
in terms of changing the lights. It is
producing 2000 MWs of solar energy
which is 2nd largest in the country and
will soon be no. 1 in the country.

On the occasion, Rajasthan Chief
Secretary, Mr. Ashok Jain said
that the large national and
international
participation
indicates
awareness
and
interest
towards
creating a sustainable built
environment.
He invited
investment in green projects
in the State. He said that the
thrust areas for investment
were manufacturing, real
estate, tourism, IT and
services. He said the State
has taken a number of
initiatives for saving energy.
In 191 cities of the State, LED
lights have been installed in

In his welcome address, Chairman,
Policy & Advocacy Committee, IGBC,
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The winner for World
Green Building Council
(GBC) Chairman’s Award
2017 was CEO Green
Building Council, Australia,
Ms. Romilly Madew.
AIGMF was allocated a stall, where
in special issue of Kanch, Guidelines
on Use of Glass in Buildings- Human
Safety, Glass - A Sustainable Building
and Packaging Material and Indian
Glass Directory 2017 were made
available to visitors.
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countries of the
World
Green
Building
Council.
The event featured
an
exhibition
on
technologies
and
processes
transforming
the
global construction
industry,
with
footfall of 5,000
visitors. There were
exclusive sessions
on
incorporating
sustainability
and
green elements into
buildings serving the
healthcare, schools,
homes, affordable
housing and data
centers
arenas,
along with panel
discussion with key
industry leaders and
financial institutions.

CII-IGBC Green Building Congress
2017 hosted over 2000 delegates,
with representation from 31-member

The
three-day
international
conference
and
exhibition of the
15th
edition
of
Green
Building
Congress
2017
was inaugurated by
Mr. Rajpal Singh Shekhawat, Hon’ble
Minister for Industry, NRI & Govt.

Enterprise, Government of Rajasthan.
Speaking at the occasion, Mr.
Shekhawat said, “Government of
Rajasthan is committed to facilitate
sustainable development of the State.
The Government has introduced
a slew of measures, including
offering 5% additional FAR (Floor
Area Ratio) for projects under JDA
(Jaipur Development Authority). It’s
encouraging to see that, the State
of Rajasthan has already 83 IGBC
registered projects with a footprint of
103 million sq. ft. of green buildings
making Rajasthan the role model for
other states. Awareness about the
importance and benefits of adopting
the green building concept is very
important to further this growth,
he underlined. Initiatives of IGBC is
playing a pioneer role in spearheading
the green movement in India, he
added.
Appreciating CII’s support to the
Government of Rajasthan in its
growth initiatives, Mr. Gajendra
Singh Khimsar, Hon’ble Minister for
Environment & Forest, Government
of Rajasthan said, “India, which is
currently the 2nd largest country
in the world with Green Building
footprint of 4.68 billion sq. ft., has
the potential to be the world leader
soon. Rajasthan has taken a leadership
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position in this area and can play a
significant role in helping the country
to achieve IGBC’s vision of 10 billion
sq. feet green built up environment
by 2022. Government of Rajasthan is
glad to offer all the possible support to
IGBC in making India a global leader
in green buildings, he added.
Mr. V. Suresh, Chairman, Policy &
Advocacy Committee, IGBC said,
“The green building movement
should not just be urban centric, it
should reach villages and rural part of
India. With these objectives, IGBC on
one hand has been driving initiatives
to introduce various rating systems
customized to meet the requirements
of different types of built environment
including IGBC green building village
rating system. At the same time, our
effort has been to create opportunities
for market transformation and make
green building affordable to ensure
greater participation.”
The following schools received the
Green Your School contest award
2017:
•
•
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Innovation Category: Kendriya
Vidyalaya; IIT Kanpur
Education
and
Awareness
Category: Bhartiya Vidya Bhawan

Public School, Hyderabad
•

Benefits to School and Society
Category:
PSBB
Senior
Secondary School, Chennai
The winners of IGBC Green Design
Competition 2017 include the
following:
•

Joint Winners (1st Prize): Mr.
Rishabh Jain, MNIT, Jaipur & Mr.
Shivjeet Potdar, RV College of
Engineering, Bengaluru

•

3rd Prize: Mr. Akhil Akash &
Mr. Mrinal Kumar Das, School
of Planning and Architecture,
Vijaywada
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Mr. Senthil Kumar Somasundaram
of Asahi India Glass and Member
AIGMF gave a presentation on Usage
of Glass specific to green hospitals.
The session on Green Hospitals
aimed at highlighting the importance
and benefits of incorporating green
features in hospitals which would
result in faster recovery, energy
management and less generation of
waste 
Select photos and presentations can
be downloaded from http://www.
aigmf.com/past-events.php.

SIRCO
METERING

Full range of
power & energy
monitoring devices.

Manually operated
LBS available for open
execution as well as
enclosed.
From 63 - 5000A

ATyS Bypass

RTSE and ATSE in open
execution and enclosed.
From 40 – 6300A.
ATyS Bypass with factory
accreditation is also
available up to 3200A.

www.socomec.co.in
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ON THE SPOT...

Johan Gorter
An interview with Johan Gorter, President of
FEVE and Chief Executive Officer at Ardagh Glass
Europe (originally published in Glass Worldwide,
preferred AIGMF international journal in association with KANCH).
GW: How relevant is FEVE
now and in the future as the
voice of European hollow glass
manufacturers?
FEVE’s focus has evolved
considerably in recent years
to strengthen its role as the
European industry voice
towards EU institutions and
stakeholders in a very complex
legislative framework but also
towards consumers with major
achievements in promoting glass
as the packaging material of the
present and the future. There has
been close collaboration between
the member companies and
with the national associations to
build industry EU-level common
initiatives. In the future, we want
FEVE to continue to evolve and
to support the industry ambition
to be ‘a reference’ packaging
material and authentic European
Circular Economy.
GW: On which areas will you
focus in the short, medium
and long-term during your
presidency?
The policy and legislative agenda
are critically important for our
industry, as well as marketing
and communications. One
major priority is to make sure
that the important recyclability
properties of glass packaging are
duly acknowledged in the future
Circular Economy legislative
package currently under review.
The success of the EU Circular
Economy will depend on the
ability of all materials to become
recyclable and to be recycled.
Equally important is work on
the PEF (Product Environmental
Footprint) and continuing to
keep the dialogue open with our
customers. Our experience of
the PEF projects has shown that

Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) does not tell the full story. The
environmental performance of a product should not just be
about energy and weight, as there are many more factors
and externalities to be considered. More focus is needed
on aspects that are currently not being considered in LCA
and on the different functionalities of packaging and how
they interact with the final product. We are committed
as an industry to support and invest in research in this
area, to provide our customers and policymakers with
robust science and methodologies to assess and compare
packaging options.
Another area of critical importance is fighting climate
change. We will need to dramatically decarbonise our
industrial processes and I support FEVE and the industry
to work hard on this topic and help us in this process to
further decarbonise our industry.
GW: How important will the contribution be of JeanPierre Floris, new FEVE Vice President and other
members of the executive team to achieving FEVE’s
goals in the next two years?
My role of President cannot be effective without the support
of key partners. Jean-Pierre’s capability to bring people to
consensus and to find workable compromise solutions will
be key in this new leadership role. The whole FEVE Board
has a fundamental role in thinking as one industry, in taking

forward-looking decisions and to
deliver our industry objectives.
GW: What legacy does your
predecessor, Vitaliano Torno
leave behind from his time as
FEVE President?
Vitaliano has been able to lead
FEVE in a strong and consistent
manner, leaving space for debate
and reflection as much as
possible, while recommending
important decisions when
needed. Under his guidance,
the new 2017 – 2019 FEVE
Business Plan was launched
thanks to the commitment of
member companies and the
FEVE team. Vitaliano has been
strongly committed to his role
over the last two years in guiding
the industry and helping FEVE
transition to a new organisation
and structure that enables it to
be even more responsive to our
industry.

FEVE President Johan Gorter (centre) with Jean-Pierre Floris (Vice President) and Adeline Farrelly (Secretary General).

Originally published in Glass Worldwide, preferred international journal of AIGMF
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GW: In your opinion, how
important is Friends of Glass
and will the campaign continue
to be a priority during your
term?
Friends of Glass had an
exponential growth in recent
years. In 2016, the Endless Lives
Campaign video was viewed
by 22 million people in Europe.
Friends of Glass’s success as an
industry voice towards consumers
is unrivalled. Consumers love
glass and this is a unique selling
point that we must continue
to promote to our industry,
customers and other stakeholders.
GW: In general, how is the
container glass industry
currently performing in the
European countries covered by
FEVE members?
Recent industry data shows
glass packaging production in
Europe grew by 2.9% in volume
and by 2.1% in unit terms in
2016. The growth was driven
by exports, as well as continued
demand for glass packaging in
the food and beverage sectors in
Europe. A total volume of 20.9
million tonnes or 75.9 billion
units was produced in Europe
for the EU and international
food and beverage markets. The
buoyant demand for glass is a
positive signal of trust from both
consumers and customers in our
industry. The strong performance
in 2016 confirms a steady growth
trend of the last five years. Since
2012, the industry has increased
its production by 5.8% in volume
and 6.1% in units.
GW: In the long-term, does
Europe still represent a costeffective manufacturing hub for
hollow glass production?
Europe is a mature market, with
a complex legislative framework
and high regulatory pressures.
However, Europe remains a
competitive and privileged
manufacturing hub, delivering
high levels of quality and service
and the advantage of a relatively
stable political and economic
framework.
GW: To remain competitive,
how can further significant
improvements be realised to

the glass container manufacturing
process and the products made by
the industry in Europe?
The industry must face the challenge
of decarbonisation and succeed in it.
There are no options. As a packaging
material, glass already has strong
credentials in terms of recyclability,
health and taste preservation but
we need to further minimise our
environmental impact and improve
energy efficiency.
GW: Glass Worldwide acts as FEVE’s
preferred journal and is the only
magazine to be an official partner
of Friends of Glass. How has this
co-operation benefited the industry?
Glass Worldwide provides a valuable
source of technical and market
information for the global glass
industry. The co-operation between
Glass Worldwide and FEVE is a
positive partnership that we are
committed to continuing.
GW: With a career approaching 20
years in the glass manufacturing
sector, what have been the main
changes you have witnessed in the
industry?
There have been improvements in
many areas but the most notable
change from my perspective has
been improved quality standards
driven by better process control
and measurement systems. This in
turn has enabled major advances
in lightweighting, with container
weights in some sectors being
reduced by up to 40%.

GW: How is Ardagh Glass Europe differentiating
its products and services from competitive sources
of supply?
We are continuing to drive innovation across all
functions of the business to add value and provide
brand differentiation for our customers.
GW: Are any major upgrades planned in European
operations?
We have an on-going investment programme for all
our facilities. This is focused on delivering business
excellence and sustainable business practice, while
maintaining high levels of quality and service and
being a reliable business partner for our customers.
GW: How closely do you interact with your
colleagues at Ardagh Glass North America?
We have an open and on-going dialogue with
our colleagues in North America in serving the
requirements of our global customer base, as well as in
continuing to drive business excellence via the sharing
or best practice across our 35 glass plants worldwide.
GW: What are current main opportunities for
Ardagh Glass Europe?
In responding to the economic growth we see in our
markets in Europe.
GW: And the main challenges?
Economic growth, combined with an ageing workforce
is leading to a shortage of people with the required
technical skills and experience. This is why we have a
major focus on training and apprentice schemes,
as well as knowledge sharing in all areas of the
business.

GW: What are your current priorities
as CEO of Ardagh Glass Europe?
Maintaining a strong team and
delivering the best quality products
for our customers.
GW: What are the highlights
of Ardagh’s performance in the
European glass industry in the past
12 months?
Steady improvement of quality
and performance, driven by
standardisation and best practice
application across all our business
processes, in all our plants.
GW: What are your expectations
for 2018?
The continuation of our current
approach, driven by a focus on
achieving business excellence in all
areas.

Ardagh Glass Europe continues to drive innovation to add value and provide
brand differentiation, like these deigns developed for Thatchers cider.

Originally published in Glass Worldwide, preferred international journal of AIGMF
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FURTHER INFORMATION:
FEVE:
www.feve.org
Ardagh Glass Europe: www.ardaghgroup.com

January- March 2018

Advertise in

will carry detailed coverage of AIGMF supported Events i.e. World of
Fenestration 2018, AIGMF Executive Committee Meeting, Special Session
with Competition Commission of India and other add-on programs.
To book advertisement space, mail to info@aigmf.com by March 10, 2018.

is the leading choice for advertising
in the glass and related industries. With
several years of publishing experience,
unrivalled coverage for the worldwide glass
manufacturing community with up-to-date
news, editorial and features, as well as
exhibitions; KANCH is the best medium to
communicate with stakeholders.
We understand your needs as an industry
and are committed to assist you in making
your advertising most profitable. This
also popularises your brand and product
portfolio by establishing contacts to suit your
company’s requirements.
Good quality advertisement material along
with a Cheque of the requisite amount
payable to ‘The All India Glass Manufacturers’
Federation’ at New Delhi may be sent to
Secretary AIGMF at the registered office of
the Federation.
It would be ideal if you could send your
advertisement in PDF high resolution format
(with auto enabled e-mail ID/website address,
if any) helping readers to reach you directly
Advertisement Tariff*

A complimentary copy of KANCH along
with the invoice will be sent to all advertisers.
Those wanting more than one copy are
requested to send their request in advance.
For convenience, payment can also be
remitted through wire transfer. Our bank
details are as under:
Remittance from Abroad to:
Bank of Baroda, New York, SWIFT BIC:
BARBUS33, FEDWIRE/ROUTING
NUMBER: 026 005 322, giving full
particulars of Beneficiary i.e.
Account No. : 05860400000062
Name
:		The All India Glass
Manufacturers’ Federation
Bank
: Bank of Baroda
Branch
: Parliament Street
City
: New Delhi, India
Payment Instruction Message i.e. MT 103 is to be sent to Bank of Baroda, IBB,
New Delhi, SWIFT BIC - BARBINBBPAR
Remittance from India to:

Indian
Companies
(` )

Foreign
Companies
(US$)

Ordinary Full Page

8000

450

Extra Inside Cover Page

9000

500

Inside Cover Page

10000

525

Back Cover Page

20000

900

Extra Folded Cover
(front) Page

20000

900

Centerspread (two pages)

20000

900

Half Page

5000

300

The print area is 21.5 x 30.5 cm for full page advertisement.
*subject to revision
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on a single click in KANCH’s e-version /
AIGMF website.
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(Deposit Cheque or make NEFT- online 		
payment)
Account No. : 0411156983
Name
: The All India Glass
Manufacturers’ Federation
Bank
: Kotak Mahindra Bank
Branch
: G-39, Connaught Circus
New Delhi
IFSC Code : KKBK 0000214

A copy of bank advice may please be sent at

info@aigmf.com for reconciliation 
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Taking the better solution
several steps further
Catalytic ceramic filters have changed the standard for efficiency in air pollution
control with one-step removal of dust and NOx and given the possibility of dioxin
destruction. Now, the latest technology from Topsoe resolves multiple industry
challenges in a next generation line of filters. Antonio Mayo Martinez reported in
Glass Worldwide, preferred journal of AIGMF and GlassTrend.
Air pollutant emissions are regulated with tighter limits
globally for both new and existing plants – for industries
in general and in the glass business in particular. The
importance of emission control has driven the development
of technologies that individually remove the different
pollutants, while leaving some other technologies obsolete.
When it comes to air pollution control systems,
plant operators can choose between a wide variety of
technologies that remove each particular component in
a separate step with an associated capital (CAPEX) and
operational cost (OPEX). For example, ceramic filters
are widely used in the glass industry with dust removal
efficiencies of +99%, while SCR (selective catalytic
reduction) is typically used for the removal of NOx
and dioxins. Also, different oxidation technologies are
employed when removing CO (carbon monoxide) and
VOCs (volatile organic compounds).
During the last decade, catalytic ceramic filters have
successfully changed the emission control game by
offering the combined removal of dust, NOx and dioxins.
The use of catalytic ceramic filters helps decrease CAPEX
and OPEX, as well as the footprint in the plant compared
to multi-step solutions. The technology also helps to
minimise shutdowns, as replacement of the filters can be
performed during operation.
However, most catalytic ceramic filters based on
vanadium oxide, while very active for DeNOx purposes,
cannot achieve the removal of CO and they have a low
selectivity of CO2 when oxidising VOCs, which can actually
result in forming undesirable CO. With its latest range of
catalytic ceramic filters, Haldor Topsoe A/S aims to resolve
this and several other known issues within dust and
emission control.

Traditional electrostatic precipitator (ESP) with tail end removal of NOx and VOC (image: Haldor Topsoe A/S).

Two-stage system with initial dust removal (non-catalytic filtration), followed by tail end removal of
VOC and NOx (image: Haldor Topsoe A/S).

TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENTS
As discussed in the July/August 2017 issue of Glass
Worldwide, Denmark’s Topsoe and specialty fibre
manufacturer, US-based Unifrax have combined their
expertise to bring to the market a second generation of
proprietary catalytic ceramic filters. These are the only
filters in the market embedded with Topsoe’s highly
advanced catalytic slurry.
With multiple improvements compared to competitive
technologies, the recently introduced TopFrax filters
address several known industry challenges such as CO and
VOC removal, avoiding contamination of the active catalyst
and improving mechanical strength and operational safety.
To accommodate increasing demands for CO and
VOC removal, Topsoe has made its filters available in two
different versions:

One-stage system with TopFrax catalytic filters removing dust, NOx, CO, NH3 and VOC simultaneously
(image: Haldor Topsoe A/S).

Originally published in Glass Worldwide, preferred international journal of AIGMF
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Glass Worldwide is preferred journal of GlassTrend
•

TopFrax DNX for the removal of dust in combination
with NOx and/or dioxins.
• TopFrax OXI for the removal of dust in combination
with NOx, dioxins, CO and VOCs.
TopFrax ensures compliance with limits on dioxins and
furans by converting them into harmless compounds and
reducing their concentrations to below 0.1ng/ Nm3, TEQ.

PATENT-PENDING PRODUCTION METHOD

More plants are requiring a stricter emission removal system for CO and VOCs, while reducing NOx and
separating the dust. Now it is possible to clean the main regulated species from practically all industrial
flue gases (image: Haldor Topsoe A/S).

TopFrax filters are impregnated in a process that enables
Topsoe to load the catalyst in a well-defined and adjustable
fraction of the filter wall. This patent-pending shell
impregnation method permits the catalyst load to be
designed to match the customer’s required performance,
while also limiting undesirable side-reactions, such as
oxidation of SO2.
Furthermore, shell impregnation means that
the catalytic fluid remains on the inside of the filter,
consequently avoiding the deactivation of the active sites
from chemical and/or physical poisons. These deactivators
will simply not reach the catalyst, as they will in traditional
catalytic ceramic filters.
Finally, Topsoe’s impregnation method also helps
promote safer handling of filters, since operators
experience much less contact with the chemical
components during installation.

MECHANICAL STRENGTH INCREASES LIFETIME

TopFrax technologies are able to remove dust down to levels below 1mg/Nm3, ensuring a filtration efficiency
of 99.95% removal of fine particles PM 5.0 (5 µm) and 99.9% of PM 1.0 (1 µm) (image: Haldor Topsoe A/S).

The catalytic sites on TopFrax candles oxidise CO and volatile organic compounds into harmless CO2 and
H2O. In addition, TopFrax OXI ensures optimal combustion of VOCs, with no additional emission of CO
(image: Haldor Topsoe A/S).

One challenge that some operators of traditional catalytic
ceramic filters mention is breakage during installation and
operation. Topsoe and Unifrax have tackled this problem
by manufacturing TopFrax filters in a conical shape, with
a strengthened after-treatment in the flange and the
bottom of the filters, ensuring a more robust mechanical
stability and decreasing the possibility of breakage during
installation and operation. The combination of these
improvements results in a stronger filter, with a higher
mechanical lifetime.
The constant development of TopFrax is only
possible thanks to the company’s continuous and close
contact with customers to understand their needs and
requirements, combined with intensive R&D efforts for
continuous improvement of the technology. It is the
in-depth understanding of the combination and interaction
of the different air pollutants and their effect on the
catalytic filtration technologies that makes the true
difference, when ensuring dust and toxin removal to the
required levels.
During the ‘Emissions from glass furnaces’ GlassTrend
seminar last April, Antonio Mayo Martinez presented the
paper ‘Improved solutions for hot gas filtration, Insights on
removing dust, NOx, VOC, CO and dioxin in one process
with catalytic ceramic filters’.
TopFrax is a registered trademark of Haldor Topsoe A/S.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Antonio Mayo Martinez is Global Technology Manager
at Haldor Topsoe

Topsoe’s Antonio Mayo Martinez (left) in
conversation at the TopFrax installation at Lauscha
glassworks, Germany (image: Haldor Topsoe A/S).

TopFrax filter cut, showing the effects of the
patent-pending shell impregnation method
(image: Haldor Topsoe A/S).

FURTHER INFORMATION:
Haldor Topsoe A/S, Kongens Lyngby, Denmark
tel:
+45 4527 2000
email: antm@topsoe.dk
web: www.topsoe.com

Originally published in Glass Worldwide, preferred international journal of AIGMF
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info@umdaengg.com | www.umdaengg.com

Mr. M.D. Farooq
(Founder)

Manufacturer Of Energy

Efficient Lehrs

Mr. M.D. Farooq, the founder of Umda Enginering, brings to the table more than 35 years of expertise in the manufacturing industry. Starting from humble beginnings, today more than 350 of Mr. Farooq’s Lehr machines are successfully
installed around the world.

Ayemaaa 201201

Mr. Farooq is best recognised as one of the co-founders of TNF Engineering, a company known across the industry as
not only the leading manufacturers of Metallic Wire Conveyor and Lehr belts but also of Glass Plant Equipment. This
mantle of superior performance and expertise has now been passed on to Umda Enginering.

Belts

Office & Works
Plot No. A – 581, TTC Industrial Area, MIDC Mahape, Navi Mumbai – 400 710. MS. India. Tel. 022-2778 20 41/42, Fax : 022-2778 13 38

Indiapack Pacprocess 2017
&
International Summit for the
Packaging Industry
(October 26-28, 2017)

Messe Dusseldorf India (MDI) and
the Institute of Indian Packaging
(IIP) jointly organised ‘Indiapack
Packprocess’ at Pragati Maidan, New
Delhi from Oct 26-27, 2017.
212 exhibitors occupied around
11,000 square metres of exhibition
space and attracted 9,699 trade
visitors. In addition, 600 delegates
visited the parallel, International
Summit for the Packaging Industry
(ISPI), organised by the Indian Institute
of Packaging (IIP).
AIGMF was allocated a stall, where
in special issue of Kanch, Guidelines
on Use of Glass in Buildings- Human

Safety, Glass - A Sustainable Building
and Packaging Material and Indian
Glass Directory 2017 were made
available to visitors.
“Our aim is to continually expand
the leading role of our events for the
Indian industry. Membership of the
interpack alliance is considered to be a
special seal of approval and therefore
as something that warrants a clear
increase in quality. The première
of this new constellation of trade
fairs showed that this approach was
accepted extremely well,” says Mr.
Bernd Jablonowski, Global Portfolio
Director Messe Düsseldorf.

Under its partnership with the IIP,
Messe Düsseldorf and its Indian
subsidiary handled the strategy,
planning and implementation of
Pacprocess India, IndiaPack and
FoodPex India and also the national
and international marketing of those
trade fairs. While Pacprocess India was
a new event in 2017, IndiaPack and
the ISPI Conference were considered
to be well established on the Indian
market. Many exhibitors were full of
praise about the partnership between
Messe Düsseldorf and the IIP and
were also very satisfied with the
outcome of the trade fair. It apparently
exceeded their expectations. This
was also the conclusion reached by
Mr. Rakesh Sharma from Apoorva
Valves, an Indian distributor serving
a range of international companies:
“It was a very good show, which we
really enjoyed. Lots of visitors came
to see our technical products from
Germany, the US and other parts of
the world.”
Moreover, there was positive feedback
on New Delhi as a venue: “We are
very happy that Messe Düsseldorf
gave us an opportunity to showcase
our technologies which we want to
bring to India. I am also happy that you
have started a show in New Delhi as

participated as one of the Supporting Associations
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there are not many big shows,” says
Mr. Kapil Sharma, Norden/CitusKalix
(coesia companies), Business Head
Tube Filling & Cartoning India &
SAARC Region.
Pacprocess India, IndiaPack and
FoodPex India are held once a year
in combination with drink technology
India (run by Messe München). Being
held under a single roof, the four
trade fairs map the thematic areas
of packaging and related processes
(PacProcess
India),
packaging
materials and equipment as well as

machinery and technology for the
production of packaging equipment
(IndiaPack), food and confectionery
processing and packaging (FoodPex
India) and also beverage technology,
dairy and liquid food and the related
packaging industry (drink technology
India). Moreover, these trade fairs
have a leading role in the region.
The next edition of the Pacprocess
Indiapack & Food Pex India will be
held from October 24-26, 2018,
Mumbai. Every other year this urban
hub on the Arabian Sea is a fixture for

the trade fair quartet, while the venue
varies between other Indian regions
in the intervening years.
The conference on International
Summit for the Packaging Industry
(ISPI), organised by the Indian Institute
of Packaging (IIP) was held in New
Delhi on Oct 27-28, 2017.
In the recent days, it is observed that
few of the major socio-economic
factors like globalization, liberalization,
increase of literacy resulting into the
increasing of health consciousness,
increase of purchasing power
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capacity due to
increase of dual
income
group,
consumerism,
increase of more
working women
leads to increase
of demand for
ready to eat food,
booming of retail
market etc., have
caused to gear
up the increase
of demand for
the consumption
of
packaging
materials. This has led to increase the
production capacity by considering
the innovative processing technology
and also to develop the efficient
packaging materials in terms of
enhanced mechanical properties,
barrier properties, optical properties
and thus to upgrade the functional
properties of packaging materials
to meet the requirements of the
international market.
The theme of the Conference was
“Packaging – The Growth Driver”.
The theme was chosen by considering
the fact that the packaging plays a vital
role for the growth of economy of
the country. The economic growth of
the country is largely effected by the

Asian countries also made their
presentations.
Mr. Arindom Chakraborty,
Member AIGMF and AGM,
Corporate Strategy in Hindusthan
National Glass & Industries Ltd.,
made a presentation on ‘Evergreen
Glass Packaging’ on day 1. This
talked about how glass bottle has
been in use from ancient times
in 3000 BC till today where it is
the safest & greenest packaging
material on earth. Recyclability &
reusability and inertness are three
Arindom Chakraborty
most important factors while
choosing a particular packaging
packaging industry in terms of high
type. He also talked about importance
volume of production of packaging
of sustainability of packaging materials
raw materials, its conversion into
especially considering the future
different forms of packaging, the
of our next generations. End user
usage of different forms of packaging
across globe today are more health
by the user industries with the help
& environment conscious than ever
of innovative packaging machinery.
before & a vast majority prefer
Considering this aspect, this particular
glass as compared to others. It is
theme is found to be more appropriate
also important to note that a lot of
in the todays' context.
emerging food & beverage segments
The summit was attended by including vegetables, tea, coffee,
Government of India representatives, salt etc. in other countries are going
industries, academia & research towards only glass packaging to keep
scholars. Eminent speakers were the contents fresh & healthy. And with
from Ministry of Commerce, Amul, new technologies whereby the glass
IOC, Reliance, Balmer Lawrie, Uflex, bottle is becoming stronger & lighter,
IIT, to just a few. Also, quite a few it will be the most desired packaging
companies from European & SE material in years to come 
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Abstract
Container glasses are produced by mixing silica sand as the main "glass-networking"
component with other ingredients, such as sodium/potassium carbonates or nitrates as the
"network modifying" components, carbonates of calcium and magnesium and also a little
amount of alumina. For the latter, Feldspar is added to the batch that also makes addition
of soda or potash, which is quite expensive. The natural tendency is to replace Feldspar as
well as Limestone powder that is also quite expensive, as desired by some medium size glass
producers, by an alternative material, such as BF slag. Moreover, there is another reason that
the prices of most raw materials are increasing thereby justifying the use of some waste
materials that could be explored to reduce the cost of glass production, without too much
compromising the overall quality of the finished glass products. This was described in terms
of both compositional analysis of container glasses and BF slag in the first part of the article.
Here, we deal with the compositional engineering of container glass compositions by BF slag
vis-a-vis the cost optimization.
INTRODUCTION
There is absolutely no doubts in
peoples' mind that "container" glasses
are very important in our daily lives,
such as drinking glasses of various
shapes and sizes, bottles for certain
beverages like fruit juices, jars for
different food items like fruits and
vegetables, various kitchen wares
that are also heat-resistant at times
making them suitable for cooking
in ovens, even in the microwave
ovens, various table-wares, dinnerwares like bowls and plates, etc. for
a variety of benefits. There are many
important physical and chemical
properties of container glasses,
and the most notable ones being
chemical resistance and environment
56

friendliness [1, 2]. Apart from
aesthetic values, among these
qualities, the single most important
property is their "chemical inertness"
that makes it possible for the variety
of usages, as described above. This is
the chemical side of the story.
An important physical property being
their "optical transparency" making
various food items (contained in them)
visible to our eyes. Many customers
would obviously like to see what type
of food items are contained in the
container glasses, such as, bottles,
tumbler, jars, etc., where 'visibility' is a
strong marketing point. But for some
other applications like tableware
or dinner-wares, the visibility could
be compromised to some extent.
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Therefore, while this transparency is
of utmost importance in float glasses
that are predominantly used in the
building construction industry [3, 4]
for umpteen number of reasons, it
may not be such a 'demanding quality'
for most of the above mentioned
applications.
Rather, not just for the sake of
arguments, it could be construed
that for some of these application, a
slightly "coloured or hazy" (container)
glasses might be acceptable to the
customers, as it could also involve
a higher volume of sales. While
both the technical personnel and
marketing team members (to some
extent) might disagree on this point,
an open-mind about the whole issue
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of substitution cannot be brushed
aside and thrown under the carpet. It
is not the intention to create a debate
on "Transparency vs. Substitution",
but to highlight the importance
of substitution of some chemical
components in container glasses by
BF slag.
COMPOSITION ENGINEERING
Any change in chemical contents
in glasses by substitution of an
alternative material could be termed
as composition engineering. This is
a type of chemical adjustment either
for improving a particular property/
quality at a cost to be passed on to the
customers, i.e. an "enhanced or niche"
product - or, it is direct towards
driving down the cost of production,
with some attention to the quality.
It is made clear that this work was
done for a particular medium to large
size container glass company. Hence
the compositions and other details
shown here in these two articles are
correct to the extent supplied by
the company. However, the name of
the company is withheld for obvious
reasons. Hence, any glass company
trying to use these data are advised to
use the concept and re-do their own
calculations in the manner shown
here. This is done here for the sole
purpose of dissemination of useful
information, not guided by any other
motivation whatsoever. It would be
clearly evident that there are many
possibilities available in this study and
analysis, if we adopt an open mind of
using BF slag as a 'substitution' item to
reduce environmental hazards.
Generally, for container glasses, the
basic composition is approximately
taken as: 71.6% silica, 10.55% lime,
2.32% magnesia, 13.25% soda,
0.55% potash, 1.45% alumina,
0.125% iron oxide, 0.2% sulphur,
and some other minor components,
as described in the Part-I of the
article. Some companies use a very

small amount of selenium oxide (30
gm). The sand that comes mainly
from Allahabad region arrives at
the factory gate very wet, i.e. we
also pay for water, as it is included
in the transportation cost. The sand
has to be dried in the glass plant by
using 'waste heat' from the glass tank
furnace via a recovery process. Some
other raw materials could also contain
certain amount of moisture. These
are all issues of concern and hence to
be accurately measured before any
batch is certified to be fed into the
glass tank furnace.
There are varieties of waste materials
that are generated in thousands of tons
during primary production of metals,
mainly in large blast furnaces in the
steel plants, i.e. BF slag. The BF slag
is mainly composed of 31-36% silica,
31-35% of lime, 8-11% of magnesia,
19-22% of alumina, 1.5-2.1% of
soda/potash, and less than one per
cent of sulphur, iron, as described
in the Part-I of the article. So, it is
apparent that BF slag is a very good
source of cheap alumina for imparting
chemical resistance and higher
mechanical strength by reinforcing
the silica network structure. It is also
a good source of magnesia to control
the viscosity of the melt. However,
the iron content of BF slag is quite
high which could not be tolerated in
the compositions of many container
glasses so that the use of BF slag is
prohibitive to a large extent. If by any
technological process, the iron could
be reduced, say, for example by lowcost (acid) washing technique, the BF
slag would have been an ideal raw
material for glass manufacture.
In the Part-I of the article, for
medicinal bottles for certain medicines
in the pharmaceutical industry, it
was reported that for amber glass
production, the substitution by BF
slag could be considered, as there is
not much restriction of iron content
for making deep amber colouration,

and sulphur could also be used in
higher amounts.
Here, the analysis is done for a
batch size of approximately 2600
Kg. but the actual composition (as
given above) is normalized to 100%,
such as Sand (White) - 36.58%,
Soda-Ash (A) - 10.89%, Soda-Ash
(Black) - 0.72%, Limestone - 8.84%,
Dolomite - 3.91%, Feldspar - 3.04%,
Sodium Sulphate - 0.24%, Cullet
(Mkt) - 26.83%, Cullet (Own Source)
- 8.95% (see the Part-I of the article).
It will now be interesting to see how
systematic substitution of different
chemical components is made to
see the effect on the total cost of
the batch, i.e. cost optimization. The
reason is simple - as all efforts have
been made by the concerned glass
company to arrive at a reasonable
quality of its glass product by adjusting
various parameters involved in the
glass production - the only point of
consideration here is to show the
reduction of cost per ton of glass
batch. For the consideration of costoptimization, the cost of different
raw-materials on a "dry basis" is
shown in Table 1.
Column by Column
Explanation
Table 1 needs some explanations in
terms of column by column. There
are a total of seven columns. In the
first column, the first ten rows contain
the names of different raw materials,
with repetition of BF slag under
limestone, feldspar and dolomite,
i.e. three main candidates that are
targeted for replacement. In the rest
of the next eight rows, the items are
self-explanatory regarding total batch
cost in Rs./MT, then that divided by
the batch size of 2,600 kg. giving rise
to the batch cost/MT. The next row in
the first column give the saving/batch.
Separating the production of glass
(TPD) without amber glass (525 TPD)
to the total production of 805 TPD,
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Table 1: Batch Cost Calculation for various Replacements by BF Slag
Items

Raw
No
Replace
Materials Replacement Limestone
Cost (Rs./
MT)
5925
5587
5587

White Cullet

Replace
Limestone &
Dolomite

Replace
Limestone
& Feldspar

5587

5587

Replace
Limestone,
Dolomite &
Feldspar
5587

Silica Sand

2210

2130

2130

2130

2130

2130

Limestone

4665

1087

541

541

807

420

BF Slag

3000

0

351

351

180

429

Feldspar

5520

442

442

442

392

166

BF Slag

3000

0

0

0

60

150

Dolomite

4465

460

460

228

460

223

BF Slag

3000

0

0

156

0

189

Soda Ash

16830

4830

4830

4830

4830

4830

Sodium Sulphate

10350

66

66

66

66

66

Total Batch Cost (Rs.)

14602

14407

14331

14512

14190

Batch Cost (Rs./MT)

5616

5541

5512

5582

5458

Cost Saving (Rs./MT)

0

75

104

34

158

Total Saving (no amber) (Rs. Cr.)

0

1.55

2.14

1.19

3.25

Total Saving (with amber) (Rs. Cr.)

0

2.38

3.28

1.82

4.98

Replacement BF Slag(%)

0

4.44

6.41

3.04

9.68

0.144

0.157

0.119

0.180

0.022

0.035

0

0.058

% Iron Content

0.122

Difference in %Iron Content

the actual saving is calculated in Rs.
crore in both the cases. The last three
rows gives % replacement of BF slag
in the total batch, % iron content
in the glass due to the inclusion of
BF slag, and finally the difference of
iron content to show the effect of
replacement on the glass, i.e. on the
ultimate colouration in the final glass
product.
The second column shows the raw
material cost in Rs./MT for the items
mentioned above. These prices are
taken from various sources and they

may not be correct to the exact
present value, but nevertheless it
does not change the analysis and
conclusion of this paper. The third
column shows the cost for an actual
batch without any replacement by
BF slag. The last four columns show
the effect of replacement by BF slag.
It is done in a manner of systematic
replacement so that the effect could
be discernible.
The fourth column indicates the first
phase of replacement by almost 50%
of limestone with 50% BF slag. The

Advertise on

fifth column maintains the same level
of replacement of limestone by 50%
BF slag and 50% of replacement of
dolomite by almost equal amount of
BF slag (no feldspar replacement).
The effect on total cost saving is
already quite noticeable.
In the sixth column, the replacement
level in limestone reduces to 25%
and another 25% replacement
of feldspar is done by BF slag (no
dolomite replacement). Here, the
total replacement by BF slag is
reduced. The last column shows
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the replacement of all the three
components of raw materials, viz.
limestone, dolomite and feldspar, and
the total replacement is also made
higher compared to those of the
previous three cases. Consequently
the % iron content is also higher.
In the last four columns depicting
the replacement by BF slag and its
consequent effect on the total cost
saving, the last row indicating the
"difference" in % iron content becomes
the main criterion of judgment. This
means that even if the cost is reduced
by a particular mode of replacement,
the "difference" of % iron content has
to be carefully observed so that the
quality of a particular type of container
glass is not compromised at all. This
is quite noticeable in the case of
replacement of limestone and feldspar
(but not dolomite), wherein the %
iron content does not almost change.
This is true for both glass containers
with and without amber colouration.
Table 1 is a mere description of

composition engineering of container
glass with one of the important waste
products like BF slag and the effect of
this change not only on the chemical
composition vis-a-vis its iron content
as the main consideration, but also on
the total cost saving per year for such
substitution.
CONCLUSIONS
Compositional Engineering has been
done on the chemical composition
of an actual container glass with and
without amber colouration. Based
on quite recent data on the cost of
individual raw materials, the total
cost of saving is shown for each
case of replacement by BF slag. The
replacement order is as follows: only
limestone, limestone and dolomite,
limestone and feldspar, and finally all
the three components. In the third
case, i.e. for replacement of limestone
and feldspar by BF slag, it seems to be
the most promising case in that the
different in % iron content - that is

considered to be the main criterion
here - is almost zero. It is suggested
that every container glass company
should do its own calculation to arrive
at the correct mode of replacement
by BF slag without compromising on
the overall quality.
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